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Stability and Confidence is what our
customers expect from us,
the SOGAZ Insurance Group.
We offer our customers high standards
of Professionalism and Responsibility
to meet their expectations.
Our customers rely on our Openness
and Flexibility.
We ensure Independence and Large-scale
Coverage to measure up to their
confidence in us.
We keep on growing as we maintain our
high standards of Reliability assuring our
own success and the success
of our customers.
Leadership and a Global Scale are what we
can give them tomorrow!
Your future is in safe hands!
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The SOGAZ Insurance Group is a leading insurance association in Russia today.
The Group has been operating on the national financial market for many years
expanding its branch network. It holds licenses to practically the entire range
of insurance services, which gives it a competitive edge in all areas of its
professional activity.
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address by the
management
Our top priority is minimizing risks and providing our
customers with quality insurance coverage in any part
of the world. We are a universal insurance company
offering a full range of property and personal insurance
services.
Our goal is to build a stable and efficient business
operating for the benefit of our customers,
shareholders, and partners, a business that works
for the benefit of Russia.
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Alexei Borisovich Miller

Chairman of the Management Board of OJSC “Gazprom”,
Chairman of the Board of Directors of OJSC “SOGAZ”

address
b y t h e m a nag e m e n t

SOGAZ
Insurance Group

D

ear shareholders,

> I am delighted to say that the SOGAZ Insurance Group has operated successfully in 2006.
The Group is the leader in terms of total insurance premiums collected and the absolute
leader in personal insurance. It is well ahead of the domestic insurance market in terms
of the insurance premium growth rate.
> The results gained by the Group and its stable financial position enabled it to considerably expand its presence in Russia’s regions and add more strength to its position
of the leading Russian insurer.
> The success of the SOGAZ Group relies on the high professional standards of its staff,
its total commitment to honoring its obligations to the customers, and excellent risk management. It is significant that it develops comprehensive solutions to protect the property
of the enterprises and organizations of OJSC “Gazprom”, the SOGAZ Group provides reliable coverage against an absolute majority of risks.
> I am convinced that the good results gained in 2006 will pave the way to a further
growth of the SOGAZ Group in the interests of shareholders, partners and customers.
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Chairman of the Management Board of OJSC “Gazprom”,
Chairman of the Board of Directors of OJSC “SOGAZ”
Alexei B. Miller
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Vadim Eduardovich Yanov

Chairman of the Management Board, SOGAZ Insurance Group

address
b y t h e m a nag e m e n t

SOGAZ
Insurance Group

L

adies and gentlemen, customers, partners

and shareholders of the SOGAZ Insurance Group,
> Over the past year, the SOGAZ Insurance Group has shown dynamic growth as it continued to develop and reform internally. Once again we were able to confirm our status
as the Russia’s largest corporate insurance company, considerably expanded cooperation with new promising industries, and continued to integrate into the international
insurance market. The Group added another member, the management company “Leader”.
That event marked an expansion of the scope of the Group’s activities and its elevation
to the status of a full-fledged financial holding company.
> One of the crucial tasks that faced us in the past was to bring close together the organizational structures and businesses of the companies comprising the SOGAZ Group and
build up a transparent system of financial management. I have every reason to believe that
here we have made considerable headway. Surely, we have no intention to stop at that,
we are resolved to carry on and turn the SOGAZ Group into an efficient mechanism operating on integrated principles to gain goals that are common to all members of the Group.
Dear shareholders, customers, and partners,
> The success that SOGAZ has gained was made possible to a great extent due to your
unwavering support. Let me sincerely thank you for that and express the hope that
the results of the operation of the SOGAZ Insurance Group will measure up to your
expectations.
> I am delighted to present to you the 2006 report of the SOGAZ Insurance Group providing an in-depth coverage of the main avenues of the Group’s activities and achievements
on the market and financial indicators.

Chairman of the Management Board, the SOGAZ Insurance Group
Vadim E. Yanov
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Undoubtedly, reputation is the main asset
of any company operating on today’s market.
By assuring the stable financial development
of its customers, SOGAZ helps them maintain
impeccable reputation as reliable partners.
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information
about the group
The SOGAZ Insurance Group offers a full range
of insurance services and provides more than
one hundred types of insurance coverage.
This enables us to adopt an exhaustive approach
to risk management and assure a comprehensive
protection of the financial interests of our customers.

> The SOGAZ Insurance Group is the leading univer-

> The Group’s stable development relies on its high

sal insurer on the federal level.

capitalization. The value of SOGAZ assets totaled

> Insurance Group members:

33.9 billion roubles, and insurance reserves totaled

1

2

3

4

5

6

OJSC “SOGAZ”

23.6 billion roubles at the beginning of 2007.

(universal insurance company),

> The Group is committed to openness and financial

licenses C No. 1208 77, П No. 1208 77;

transparency with regard to its customers, sharehold-

LLC “IC “Neftepolis”

ers and partners. SOGAZ was among the first Russian

(universal insurance company),

insurers delivering reports complying with the inter-

licenses С No. 3297 77, П No. 3297 77;

national accounting standards. SOGAZ is audited as to

OJSC “Gazprommedstrakh”
(compulsory medical insurance),

the IFRS compliance by PricewaterhouseCoopers.
> The reliability of SOGAZ has been confirmed by inde-

license С No. 3230 77;

pendent analysts and market experts. According to the

LLC “IC “SOGAZ-LIFE”

assessment by the Russia’s most influential rating

(life insurance), license С No. 3825 77;

agency “Expert RA”, the Group’s financial stability rat-

LLC “Gazprommedservice”

ing is А++ (maximum level of security, positive

(organization of medical services),

prospects).

license No. 16988/8447;

> SOGAZ is one of the most dynamically developing

CJSC “Leader”

players on the Russian insurance market. Based on 2006

(management company)

results, the total insurance premium collected by the
Group amounted to 43.2 billion roubles, which is a 57 %
increase on the previous year. The growth rate of SOGAZ

www.sogaz.ru

is 150 % higher than the average market indicators.
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> The SOGAZ Insurance Group offers a full range

Space Insurers, the Russian Nuclear Insurance Pool,

of insurance services covering over one hundred

the National Union of Liability Insurers, the Associa-

types of insurance. This enables us to adopt a com-

tion of Insurers of the Russian Green Card Bureau, the

prehensive approach to risk management and assure

European Business Association, the Association

a comprehensive protection of the financial inter-

of Russian Banks, and others.

ests of our customers.
> SOGAZ has been oriented historically toward
corporate insurance. The Group protects the interests
of the key enterprises in the Russian industry: OJSC
“GAZPROM”, OJSC “OC “Rosneft”, OJSC “RAO “UES
of Russia”, Federal Atomic Energy Agency (Rosatom),
State Trasport Company “Russia”, OJSC “Krasnoyarsk
Airlines”, OJSC “TNK-BP”, and OJSC “West-Siberian
Smelting Combine”. SOGAZ has been actively cooperating with the Administrative Office of the President
of the RF, Federal Customs Service, as well as the leading credit and financial organizations of the country
Sberbank, Gazprombank and many others.
> The development strategy of the SOGAZ Insurance
Group provides for integration into the international
insurance market. SOGAZ is involved in international
projects such as the “Blue Stream” (the construction
of a gas trunk pipeline from Russia to Southern Europe
via Turkey) and the construction of the North European
pipeline that will link directly Western Siberia gas
deposits with customers in Germany and other
Western European countries.
> The reinsurance policy of the Group is oriented
toward the cooperation with the acknowledged market leaders Munich Re, Swiss Re, SCOR and Lloyds
of London.
> One of the key advantages of SOGAZ is that its services are readily available in the regions. The regional
network of the group has over 350 offices throughout
Russia.
> The SOGAZ Insurance Group has been actively
assisting the advancement of insurance in Russia and
increasing the role of the insurance community in the
economic security of the Russian economy. SOGAZ
is a permanent member of more then ten professional
associations and specialized groups, among them are
the Russian National Alliance of Insurers, the Association of Insurers of the Fuel and Energy Complex, the
Russian P & I Pool, the Russian Association of Motor
Insurers, the Russian Association of Aviation and

www.sogaz.ru
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insurance group
members
The Group is committed to openness and financial
transparency with regard to its customers,
shareholders and partners. SOGAZ is audited as to the
RAS and IFRS compliance by PricewaterhouseCoopers.

OJSC

“SOGAZ”
Shareholders

14

OJSC

“IC “Neftepolis”
Shareholders

LLC

“Gazprom Export”

“SOGAZ”

OJSC

OJSC

LLC

“LIRUS”

“Accept”

LLC

“IC “Abros”

OJSC

“RESO-Garantia”

“Gazprommedstrakh”
Shareholder

“SOGAZ”

OJSC

CJSC

LLC

OJSC

OJSC

“Gazprom”

“Gazprombank”

www.sogaz.ru

LLC

“OC “Rosneft”

“RN “Trade”

SOGAZ
Insurance Group

reputation
i n s u ra n c e g r o u p
members

members
of the SOGAZ
Insurance Group
OJSC

“SOGAZ”
“IC “Neftepolis”
OJSC
“Gazprommedstrakh”
LLC
“IC “SOGAZ-LIFE”
LLC
“Gazprommedservice”
CJSC
“Leader”
LLC

LLC

LLC

CJSC

“IC “SOGAZ-LIFE”
Founder

“Gazprommedservice”
Founder

“Leader”
Shareholders

OJSC

OJSC

OJSC

“SOGAZ”

“SOGAZ”

“SOGAZ”

NSPF

“GAZFOND”

CJSC

“Gazprombank”

www.sogaz.ru
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Deputy Chairman of the OJSC “SOGAZ”
Management Board

Anna
Gabeleva

Deputy Chairman of the OJSC “SOGAZ”
Management Board

Sergey
Aleshin

Deputy Chairman of the OJSC “SOGAZ”
Management Board

Alexey
Leonenko

Korney
Bizhdov

Evgeny
Derevenskov

management board
of the sogaz
insurance group

Member of the OJSC “SOGAZ”
Management Board, Executive Director

Member of the OJSC “SOGAZ”
Management Board, Chief Accountant

reputation
m a nag e m e n t b oa r d
o f t h e s o ga z
i n s u ra n c e g r o u p

Vadim
Yanov

SOGAZ
Insurance Group

www.sogaz.ru

Deputy Chairman of the OJSC “SOGAZ”
Management Board

Tatiana
Portone

Deputy Chairman of the OJSC “SOGAZ”
Management Board

Vladimir
Nosov

Deputy Chairman of the OJSC “SOGAZ”
Management Board

Martina
Richter

Evgeny
Logovinski

Sergey
Okhotnikov

Chairman of the OJSC “SOGAZ”
Management Board

Member of the OJSC “SOGAZ”
Management Board, Executive Director

Member of the OJSC “SOGAZ”
Management Board, Executive Director
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highlights
of 2006

<January>
> SOGAZ won tenders for the insurance

of more then 40 enterprises of OJSC
“RAO “UES of Russia”.
> SOGAZ insured (compulsory medical

insurance) the employees of the FAS
Administration and the Territorial

18

> The SOGAZ Insurance Group insured

(compulsory medical insurance) the
unemployed residents of the Astrakhan
Region.
> The Board of Directors of LLC

Administration of Rosfinnadzor in the

“IC “Neftepolis” endorsed a new corpo-

Volgograd Region.

rate style developed in compliance with

> SOGAZ provided insurance coverage

the corporate style of the SOGAZ Group.

to the employees of Siemens AG and
their families.
> SOGAZ insured (compulsory medical

<March>
> Gazprommedstrakh organized an inter-

insurance) the employees of OJSC

regional conference on the current

“Apatitygradservis”.

issues of children’s pulmonology
in Khabarovsk.

<February>
> The

SOGAZ Insurance Group took

sory medical insurance of the unem-

part in the restoration of a Russian

ployed residents of the Irkutsk Region

Orthodox chapel near the Vrcic Pass

and the Republic of Buryatia.

in Slovenia.
> The official inauguration of the sports

and recreation complex “Igora”
(St. Petersburg). The SOGAZ Insurance
www.sogaz.ru

> The Group won tenders for the compul-

> SOGAZ provided compulsory civil liabil-

ity motor-vehicle insurance to the
municipal offices in Kaliningrad.
> SOGAZ took part in the 11th Internation-

Group is among the investors of the

al Exhibition of Long Haulage, Transport

complex.

and Logistics “TransRussia-2006”.

SOGAZ
Insurance Group
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> SOGAZ insured the property of OJSC

> SOGAZ concluded an agreement with

“Yaroslavnefteorgsintez”, a subsidiary

the MIAN group for the right to insure

of the oil and gas company “Slavneft”,

the business center “Severnoe Siyanie”

for USD 2 billion.

in Moscow with a total area of 39 thou-

> The authorized capital of LLC

“IC “SOGAZ-LIFE” is doubled up
to 120 million roubles.
> SOGAZ insured the aircraft fleet and lia-

bility of the air carrier FSUE “Pulkovo”.

sand square meters.
> SOGAZ insured the liability of 16 enter-

prises of OJSC “Russian Railways”.
> The Company SOGAZ-LIFE became the

winner of the “Financial Elite of Russia2006” prize in the nomination “Leading

<April>

Life Insurer in the Russian Federation”.

> SOGAZ concluded a property insurance

agreement with the Omsk Oil Refinery,
a subsidiary of OJSC “Sibneft”.
> SOGAZ paid out 18 million roubles

of insurance reimbursement to LLC
“Burgaz”.
> SOGAZ concluded an agreement

<May>
> The SOGAZ Insurance Group started

to implement the national program for
supporting the restoration of Russian
cultural heritage.
> SOGAZ paid 11.4 million roubles

on insuring drilling operations with

of insurance reimbursement to LLC

LLC “Achimgaz”, a joint venture of LLC

“Volgotransgaz”, a subsidiary of OJSC

“Urengoigazprom” and the German oil
and gas concern Wintershall (a member
of BASF).
> The SOGAZ Insurance Group became

“Gazprom”.
> SOGAZ joined the Russian Agricultural

Insurance Pool.
> SOGAZ insured the teachers and stu-

a member of the Association of Russian

dents of Tobolsk Ecclesiastical Semi-

Banks (ARB).

nary who went on a pilgrimage

> SOGAZ insured the property of FSUE

“NIIKHIMMASH”.
> SOGAZ won a tender for compulsory

medical insurance of the unemployed
residents of the Yamal-Nenets
Autonomous District.
> The SOGAZ Insurance Group became

to Israel.
> The Board of Directors of the OJSC

“SOGAZ” has elected the Management
Board.
> SOGAZ concluded an investor asset cus-

tody agreement with OJSC “SPETSDEP”.
> SOGAZ and the polyclinic of OJSC

the official insurer of the “Zenit”

“Gazprom” organized a seminar

football club.

on orthopedic oncology, restorative

> SOGAZ was the general partner of the

International practical conference
on risk management in the fuel and
energy complex.
> SOGAZ signed an agreement on insur-

ing the property of OJSC “SibneftNoyabrskneftegaz”.
> SOGAZ won a tender for the right

to insure the property of OJSC “Tsentr
Energetiki”, a subsidiary of OJSC
“RAO “UES of Russia”.
www.sogaz.ru

plastic surgery and post-surgical rehabilitation.
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<June>
> SOGAZ insured the property of the

Sakhalin Regional Division of the RF
Pension Fund.
> The SOGAZ Insurance Group became

a partner in the annual charity event

> SOGAZ started the implementation

of the new medium and small business
insurance program “SOGAZ–Enterprise”.
> SOGAZ insured the property of the Mari

Oil Refinery for 1.5 billion roubles.

“Voice of a Child”.
> The shareholders of OJSC “SOGAZ” held

an annual general meeting and re-elected the Board of Directors.
> SOGAZ organized a conference on heart

surgery attended by leading international experts.
> The SOGAZ Insurance Group became

a partner in the annual festival
of St. Petersburg school graduates
“Scarlet Sails-2006”.

<August>
> The directors of the SOGAZ Group

branches met to discuss the key issues
of developing the branch network in the
short term.
> SOGAZ paid 6.1 million roubles of insur-

ance reimbursement to LLC “Tomsktransgaz”, an affiliate of Gazprom.
> SOGAZ insured the motor vehicle fleet

of the “Sea Port of St. Petersburg” Group
for 65 million roubles.

20

<July>
> The new office of the Yekaterinburg

of the SOGAZ Insurance Group visited

branch of the SOGAZ Insurance Group

Slovenia as a member of an official Russ-

was opened.

ian delegation and took part in the cele-

> SOGAZ won a tender for the right

to provide compulsory medical insurance to the unemployed residents

bration of the anniversary of the Russian
Orthodox chapel near the Vrcic Pass.
> Management Company CJSC “Leader”

of the Smolensk and Tyumen Regions.

joined the SOGAZ Insurance Group.

> SOGAZ developed a new product for lia-

> SOGAZ concluded a state contract for

bility insurance in medical practice.

the health and welfare insurance of

> SOGAZ took part in the 5th Internation-

members of the Council of the Federa-

al Arms and Military Technology Exhi-

tion of the Federal Assembly of the RF.

bition “Russian Expo Arms-2006”
in Nizhny Tagil.

www.sogaz.ru
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<September>
> The Group won tenders for the compul-

sory medical insurance of the unemployed residents of the Chita Region.
> SOGAZ made an insurance payment

of 3.5 million roubles to LLC “Mostransgaz”, a subsidiary of OJSC
“Gazprom”.
<October>
> SOGAZ signed a general agreement

on insuring cargo with OJSC “Power
Machines”, a leading industrial
concern.
> SOGAZ organized an international

conference on advances in orthopedic
surgery.
> SOGAZ paid out a reinsurance reim-

> The new office of the Samara branch

of the SOGAZ Insurance Group was
opened.
> SOGAZ won a tender for the right to

bursement of USD 500,000 upon

provide compulsory medical insurance

destruction of the first Belarus space-

to the unemployed residents of the

craft BelKa.
> SOGAZ insured 15 enterprises of RAO

“UES of Russia”.
> SOGAZ has won a tender for the right

to insure the OJSC “Federal Grid Company of the Unified Energy System”
(OJSC “FGC UES”).
> The new office of the Western branch

of the SOGAZ Insurance Group was

Murmansk Region in 2007–2009.
> SOGAZ provided voluntary medical

insurance to 860 employees of the
Tomsk Regional Division of the Pension
Fund of the RF.
> SOGAZ won an open tender for the

rights to insure the vehicle fleet and
6 thousand employees of OJSC
“Omskshina”.

opened.
<November>
> The SOGAZ Insurance Group co-spon-

sored and co-organized the 5th Russian
Congress “Profession and Health”.
> The new Chairman of the Management

Board of OJSC “SOGAZ” was elected.
> The SOGAZ Insurance Group gave

a charity ball as a part of the “National
Program for the Support and Restoration of the Cultural Heritage of Russia”.
<December>
> SOGAZ became the general partner

of the 2nd National Conference and
Exhibition “Medicine and Quality-2006”.
www.sogaz.ru
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Key Results
of Operation of the SOGAZ
Insurance Group in 2006

An impartial analysis of the results gained
and thorough planning of further actions
pave the way to future attainments
of the Group and serve as the basis
of stability and successful development
of its customers.
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key results
of operation of the
sogaz insurance
group in 2006
The SOGAZ Insurance Group won the 2006 tender
for the selection of an insurance company to conclude
agreements on insuring the property interests
of OJSC “Gazprom” and its employees in 2007–2011.

> In 2006, insurance remained one of the most rapid-

credit ratings and adopting the international account-

ly growing and promising branches of the Russian

ing standards. The SOGAZ Insurance Group adopted

economy. A combination of macroeconomic and

the IFRS in 2002.

institutional factors generated by a stronger balance

> The main trends on the market are stable and deter-

of payments based on the growing exports (above all,

mined above all by the activities of the regulator and

exports of hydrocarbons) was contributing to its

the law-makers. The Federal Insurance Supervisory

growth. The share of private customers on the insur-

Authority has continued its onslaught on fraudulent

ance market grows every year; the continued growth

operations disguised as insurance, and as a result,

of their personal well-being induces them to take care

dozens of companies lost licenses. This reduced the

of their economic gains.
> The behavior of insurers and regulatory authorities

number of insurers and improved the quality of the

on the insurance market was to a great extent deter-

insurance market.
> Another positive development came with the

mined by Russia’s expressed desire to join the WTO.

enforcement of the amendments to the law on the

The interest of foreign companies in the Russian

organization of the insurance business in the Russian

insurance market has grown for that reason. Russian

Federation, which delineated the types of insurance

companies have been active in integrating into the

company activities and set the minimum value of the

international insurance culture by becoming more

authorized capital for each type of activity. This also

transparent, obtaining domestic and international

contributed to the reduction of the number of insurance market players as small companies left it and
mergers and acquisitions involving foreign insurance

www.sogaz.ru

companies took place. As a result, the concentration
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Russia’s leading insurance companies in 2006
Place

According to the FISA data

Share of insurance type in portfolio, %

2006 2005 2004 Name

Premium, except
compulsory
medical insurance,
million roubles

Life
insurance

Personal
insurance

Property
insurance

Liability
insurance

1

1

2

INGOSSTRAKH

30,498,801

0

11

68

8

2

4

6

SOGAZ

23,132,674

0

39

55

4

3

2

3

RESO-GARANTIA

22,458,758

1

13

60

2

4

6

8

ROSNO

19,088,984

0

31

50

4

5

7

9

MILITARY INSURANCE
COMPANY

12,533,396

1

13

48

4

10,847,683

0

7

82

2

6

6

12

SOGLASIE

7

12

25

ROSGOSSTRAKH-STOLITSA

9,506,370

0

10

62

1

8

8

18

ALFASTRAKHOVANIE

8,752,778

0

10

74

2

9

10

13

MAKS

8,053,731

0

18

58

7

10

9

6

URALSIB

7,741,024

1

22

59

3

Table 1

The above data may differ from financial reporting data

of the insurance market has increased and the compe-

> In 2006, the SOGAZ Insurance Group made anoth-

tition has strengthened.
> In a bid to provide better services to their cus-

er stride on the Russian insurance market. Table 1

tomers and increase their scope of services, the

collected by the leading Russian insurance compa-

insurance companies, banks, mutual investment

nies not counting compulsory medical insurance.

funds and management companies began to unite

Since official statistics does not sum up the contribu-

and form financial supermarkets and holding com-

tions of various companies making up one insurance

panies. In 2006, a significant development here was

group, the ranks have been assigned basing on the

marked by the entry of CJSC “Leader” into the SOGAZ

data on individual legal entities. The SOGAZ

Insurance Group. The management company “Leader”

Insurance Group is represented by its flagship compa-

is the Russia’s largest one in terms of the assets it man-

ny OJSC “SOGAZ”.
> The stable position of two companies of the SOGAZ

ages, and one of the most reliable companies in the

lists the official data about the insurance premium

field of trust management.
> The SOGAZ Insurance Group won the 2006 tender

Group in the TOP 10 of Russian insurance market play-

for the selection of an insurance company to con-

groups as well. In 2006, the SOGAZ Insurance Group

clude agreements on insuring the property interests

rose from the third to the second place (Table 2), and its

of OJSC “Gazprom” and its employees, as well as the

market share grew up by 30 % to amount 7.2 %.

property interests of OJSC “Gazprom” affiliates and
their employees. SOGAZ has been cooperating with
Gazprom for almost 14 years now.

www.sogaz.ru
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Leading insurance companies
(including groups) in 2006

According to the FISA data

of which, %
Place

Name

Market
share, %

Premium,
million
roubles

Life
insurance

Personal
Property
insurance
insurance
with the
exception
of life insurance

Liability
insurance

Compulsory
civil liability
motor
vehicle
insurance

Other compulsory
insurance
including
compulsory
medical insurance

1

ROSGOSSTRAKH

7.9

47,714

2

6

41

1

37

13

2

SOGAZ

7.2

43,222

5

22

33

3

2

36

3

ROSNO

7.2

43,054

0

15

23

2

7

53

4

MAKS

6.2

37,331

0

4

13

2

4

78

5

INGOSSTRAKH

6.0

35,943

0

10

58

7

11

13

6

RESO-GARANTIA

4.4

26,466

1

11

51

2

21

14

7

CAPITAL

3.7

22,225

11

6

24

1

1

57

8

STANDART-RESERV

2.7

16,491

0

3

20

0

7

69

9

URALSIB

2.3

13,619

1

13

35

2

16

34

MIC

2.1

12,541

1

13

48

4

15

19

10

Table 2

The above data may differ from financial reporting data

<Property

insurance>

third place from the fourth one. The Group regis-

> Property insurance is the largest segment of the

tered the highest growth among insurance market

Russian insurance market accounting for nearly 38 %

leaders. In 2006, the insurance market share of the

of all insurance premium collection, and it also plays

SOGAZ Insurance Group grew from 4.1 % to 6.2 %.

an important part in the national economy assisting
the continuity of production processes.
> The property insurance market has shown a stable

<Liability

insurance>

annual growth of 21–23 % a year over the past three

voluntary liability insurance market in 2006

years. That growth is explained by the following factors:

showed no substantial change from 2005, having

> Unlike the other types of voluntary insurance, the

1

A growing value of the insured property;

grown by 1 % to the total of 16.3 billion roubles. That

2

A growing number of insurance service

is probably explained by the expected coming into

users;

effect of the law on compulsory insurance of haz-

The development of package mortgage insur-

ardous production facilities and the continued mar-

ance, agricultural risk insurance, insurance

ket clean-up.
> SOGAZ made a breakthrough in that stagnant seg-

3

of mortgaged property, etc.

ment, expanded its portfolio and secured the second
> The scope of the market for that type of insurance

place among liability companies. SOGAZ was in the

totaled 227.9 billion roubles.

fourth place in 2005 with a market share of 4.2 %.

> Despite the considerable growth rate of the prop-

In 2006, the SOGAZ Insurance Group attained a 7.7 %

erty insurance market, the collection of insurance

market share having won several tenders for the lia-

premium by the SOGAZ Group is growing at an even

bility insurance of nuclear facilities.

higher rate. Compared to 2005, the insurance premium of SOGAZ grew by 86 % and took the Group to the

www.sogaz.ru
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key results
o f o p e rat i o n o f t h e
s o ga z i n s u ra n c e
group in 2006

According to the FISA data
Leading
property insurance companies
(including groups)
in 2006

Place

Name

Premium, Insurance
Market
premium
share, %
million
increment, %
roubles

1

INGOSSTRAKH

20,986

23

9.2

2

ROSGOSSTRAKH

19,722

37

8.7

3

SOGAZ

14,133

86

6.2

4

RESO-GARANTIA

13,487

6

5.9

5

ROSNO

9,938

75

4.4

<Personal

Insurance>

> The personal insurance market is growing rapidly; by the end of 2006 it grew by 20.1 %. That type
of insurance comes second after property insurance
in terms of the insurance premium collected —
76.8 billion roubles.
> The SOGAZ Insurance Group has been an absolute
leader in that type of insurance over the past two

Table 3

The above data may differ from financial reporting data

years. In 2006, the Group collected 25 % more insurance premiums than the year before, which gave the

Leading
liability insurance companies
(including groups)
in 2006

According to the FISA data

Place

(in 2005 that indicator was 11.8 %).

Name

Premium, Insurance
Market
million
premium
share, %
roubles
increment, %

1

INGOSSTRAKH

2,492

16

15.3

2

SOGAZ

1,259

84

7.7

3

ROSNO

727

38

4.4

4

RESO-GARANTIA

634

1

3.9

5

MAKS

577

–19

3.5

Table 4

4

The above data may differ from financial reporting data

According to the FISA data
Leading
personal insurance companies
(including groups)
in 2006

Name

Market
Premium,
million roubles share, %

1

SOGAZ

9,429

12.3

2

ROSNO

6,512

8.5

3

ZHASO

5,955

7.8

4

INGOSSTRAKH

3,745

4.9

5

ROSGOSSTRAKH

3,067

4.0

Place

Table 5

www.sogaz.ru
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Group a 12.3 % share of the personal insurance market

The above data may differ from financial reporting data
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Strategic partnership with the gas industry
Business diversification

Delegating risk management to the SOGAZ
Insurance Group, its customers gain
additional resources to be able
to concentrate on attaining
their strategic objectives.
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t h e ga s i n d u s t r y

strategic
partnership with
the gas industry
The main task of cooperation between SOGAZ and
gas industry enterprises is to increase the efficiency
and quality of insurance protection and reduce
the insurance costs.
> The Gazprom Group has remained the most impor-

to insurance protection and risk management

tant customer of SOGAZ. SOGAZ has been developing

accounts for the specific nature of the functioning

mutually beneficial cooperation with the world’s

of gas industry enterprises as reflected in the follow-

largest gas concern by increasing the scope of liabili-

ing parameters of the insurance program are as fol-

ties and the list of risks covered. In 2006, it concluded

lows:

7,400 insurance agreements with the enterprises

1

The insurance of crucial and most valued
facilities (gas processing facilities, com-

of the gas industry.

pressor stations, gas fields) against shock
<Implementation

of the package insurance

program>

losses with an adequate liability limit;
2

> In 2006, SOGAZ continued to develop and introduce

mitigating the effects of accidents based

a package insurance program for OJSC “Gazprom” and
its affiliates. The main goal of that program is to raise

Reimbursement for damages arising from
on the actual expenditures by an enterprise;

3

Expansion of the list of risks covered
by insurance;

the quality and efficiency of insurance protection
while reducing insurance costs. That effect is gained

4

Insurance of downtime risks;

through an economically justified risk assessment,

5

Expansion of the liability insurance

which makes it possible to set minimum insurance

of enterprises operating hazardous produc-

tariffs.

tion facilities.

> SOGAZ specialists have inspected OJSC “Gazprom”
enterprises to identify current and potential hazards
and develop response scenarios. A package approach

www.sogaz.ru
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t h e ga s i n d u s t r y

partnership with OJSC “Gazprom”>

competitors. SOGAZ confirmed the competitiveness

> The scale and the nature of the operation of OJSC

of its proposals on the Russian insurance market having

“Gazprom” require a high degree of insurance protec-

offered Gazprom the best possible terms of cooperation

tion of every phase in the production process. The

and full coverage of all specific industry risks. That suc-

SOGAZ Group has assigned the top priority to raising

cess came as a logical result of the Group’s effort

the economic efficiency and attaining the strategic

to assure the highest standard of financial protection

goals of OJSC “Gazprom”. Therefore, practically all

of its strategic customer.

key projects of Gazprom are reflected in the plans
of SOGAZ as listed below:
1

The insurance of the property interests
of OJSC “Gazprom” related to the development of hydrocarbon resources and their
delivery to various parts of Russia and
abroad (the international projects
in Poland and Greece; the construction
of the North European pipeline);

2

The insurance of investment project risks
(the development of the resources of the
Yamal peninsula and the Arctic shelf,
among them the Shtokmanovskoye and
Prirazlomnoye deposits);

3

Participation in the development of the risk
management system of OJSC “Gazprom”;

4

Further expansion of the regional infrastructure of the Group into the territories
where gas extraction and transportation
facilities operate.

> Another promising avenue of cooperation with
OJSC “Gazprom” is the insurance of petrochemical
enterprises (which form part of OJSC “Gazprom
Neft”), introduction of environmental risks insurance
of the affiliate companies and additional expenditures
arising from the localization of emergencies and accidents and the mitigation of their effects, as well as the
development and introduction of the insurance of the
liabilities of directors and officers (D & O) of OJSC
“Gazprom”.
> In December 2006, SOGAZ faced a serious test
as on a par with other leading Russian insurers it took
part in the tender for the right to conclude agreements
on the insurance of OJSC “Gazprom” and its affiliates
in 2007–2011. SOGAZ scored a convincing victory having gained 9.9 out of 10 points, being well ahead of the

www.sogaz.ru
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business
diversification
<Corporate

sector>

Today SOGAZ offers a varied line of insurance prod-

> Throughout 2006, SOGAZ continued to develop

ucts to individuals available at SOGAZ points of sales

cooperation with major Russian enterprises not relat-

throughout Russia and at the offices of partner banks.
> The property, motor vehicle and accident insur-

ed to the gas industry.
> Today the Group provides insurance coverage

ance packages are especially popular among private

to practically all key corporations in Russia, and

customers of the SOGAZ Group. The number of cus-

therefore acts as a guarantor of the stability of the

tomers who want to get travel insurance for trips

Russian economy as a whole. Among the most impor-

inside and outside Russia is growing too.

tant corporate customers of SOGAZ are the Federal

> The efficient use of sales channels and focused

Atomic Energy Agency (Rosatom), OJSC “RAO “UES

advertising enabled SOGAZ to double the collected

of Russia” and OJSC “Russian Railways”. The total

premium in the region over the reporting period

premium under the insurance agreements with

up to 1.3 billion roubles.

these enterprises has doubled and has totaled 2 billion roubles.
> The growth was accounted for by the active and suc-

<Life

insurance >

cessful participation of the Group in public insurance

Supervisory Authority, the life insurance is getting rid

tenders. SOGAZ is striving to use tender procedures

of “tax streamlining“ schemes synonymous to tax

to maximize the number of its customers and diversi-

dodging. The amount of the premium collected

fy its portfolio. Over the past year SOGAZ won nearly

on that market in 2006 totaled 16 billion roubles, that

80 tenders (not counting CMI tenders) and collected

is the 36.9 % decrease on the previous year. However,

600 million roubles’ worth of insurance premium.

the real life insurance segment has developed. Accord-

> As a result of the actions of the Federal Insurance

ing to some experts, during the last year the real life
<Retail

insurance >

insurance amounted up to about 3/4 of the market.

> While retaining its leading positions as a corporate

The growth of the real life insurance is due to the

insurer, the SOGAZ Insurance Group has been

development of corporate insurance and the insur-

strengthening its positions in the retail segment of the

ance of borrowers.
> The specialized company SOGAZ-LIFE, a member

insurance market to diversify its insurance portfolio.

of the SOGAZ Group, has remained the leader on the life
insurance market (Table 1). Based on 2006 results, the
amount of insurance premium collected by the company
exceeded 1.2 billion roubles.
> The company has also considerably increased the
profitability of its investment portfolio. Over the past
www.sogaz.ru

calendar year the rate of return under life insurance
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d i v e r s i f i c at i o n

Leading life
insurance companies
(including groups)
in 2006

According to the FISA data

Place

Name

1

CAPITAL

2

RUSSKY STANDART
STRAKHOVANIE

2,152

13.5

3

SOGAZ

2,124

13.3

4

AIG RUSSIA

2,008

12.6

5

ROSGOSSTRAKH

785

4.9

Table 1

Premium,
Market
million roubles share, %

2,463

15.4

The above data may differ from financial reporting data

According to the FISA data
Leading compulsory
medical insurance companies
(including groups)
in 2006

Place

Name

Premium,
Market
million roubles share, %

1

MAKS

29,248

15.0

2

ROSNO

22,920

11.7

3

SOGAZ
(OJSC “Gazprommedstrakh”) 15,507

7.9

4

CAPITAL

12,716

6.5

5

STANDART-RESERV

11,387

5.8

Table 2

The above data may differ from financial reporting data

agreements for remunerating an additional invest-

> The rate of growth of the premium collected by the

ment income under life insurance agreements pro-

company (80 %) was twice as high as the market growth

viding that the policyholder participates in the

rate. The total number of individuals insured by the

investment income of the insurance company

company under compulsory medical insurance agree-

amounted to 13.1 % per annum, or three times as

ments reached 8.9 million in 2006, it is a one-third

much as the rate of return of other insurers. This was

increase on 2005.

attained by efficient management of the investment
portfolio and investments in high-income financial
instruments. The profit gained made it possible
to generate an additional income under life insurance agreements with an investment component
in excess of the guaranteed annual rate of return and
the rate of inflation as well.
<Compulsory

medical insurance>

> In 2006, the total scope of compulsory medical
insurance market in Russia exceeded 195 billion
roubles. The dynamics of its development depends
to a great extent on the financial stability of legal
entities and the scope of budgetary funding of all
levels. It has been steadily growing, and therefore
the trend toward a substantial growth of the CMI
market is stable enough.
> The development of compulsory medical insurance
is of great social importance and is one of the priorities of the SOGAZ Insurance Group. Gazprommedstrakh, a company specializing in that type of insurance, forms a part of the SOGAZ Group. OJSC
“Gazprommedstrakh” is the market leader; in 2006
the company retained the third place according to the
rating list of CMI insurers with a 7.9 % market share
(Table 2).
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SOGAZ operates in Russia and for the benefit
of Russia. By taking care of the preservation
of the cultural heritage today, SOGAZ
is contributing to the nation’s dynamic
growth and prosperity in the future.
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social
activities
> As before, the SOGAZ Insurance Group is aware of its

> Besides, during the year 2006, SOGAZ organized

social responsibility in the best tradition of the acknowl-

more than ten seminars and conferences on medical

edged representatives of Russian entrepreneurship.

issues, cardiology, pulmonology, oncology and ortho-

Restoration of churches and cultural landmarks, support

pedics. The events were attended by one thousand

to gifted and disabled children, promotion of healthy life

medical specialists from Moscow, Vladimir, Ivanovo,

style and sports have remained the key priorities in the

Oryol, Kaluga and many other regions of the country.

social policy of the Group.
> As a part of its effort to continue the tradition

SOGAZ also made it possible to invite leading experts

of Russian charities and sponsorship of the arts,
in 2006 the SOGAZ Insurance Group developed and

their experience with their Russian colleagues.
> A traditional aspect of the social policy of the SOGAZ

introduced a “National Program for the Support and

Group is collaboration with the Russian Orthodox

Restoration of the Russian cultural heritage”. The pur-

Church. In May 2006, SOGAZ provided insurance cov-

pose of that large-scale program is to restore historic site

erage to teachers and students of the Siberia’s oldest

and architectural and cultural landmarks in various

educational institution, the Tobolsk Ecclesiastical

regions of Russia. The locations selected by SOGAZ

Seminary, who went on a pilgrimage to Israel. During

have the unique history and are the pride of local resi-

their one-week stay in Israel the pilgrims headed by the

dents. In 2006, the Group allocated funds for the restora-

head of the Tobolsk-Tyumen archdiocese Archbishop

tion of the A. N. Radishchev State Museum in Saratov,

Dimitry visited the places of the earthly sojourn

the historic building of the Stock Exchange in

of Jesus Christ: Jerusalem, Bethlehem, Tiberias,

Astrakhan (housing is a wedding palace now), and the

Hebron and others.
> Another notable project aimed at promoting spiritu-

Tsar Chambers of the Holy Trinity Lavra of St. Sergius.
> The most important task set by the management

from Germany, Israel, Lithuania, and the USA to share

al and moral values in support of the Russian Orthodox

of the SOGAZ Group in the past was the assisting to the

culture was a charity festival organized by the SOGAZ

implementation of the top priority national programs

Insurance Group in November 2006. All proceeds from

in Russia, and above all to the “Health” project. SOGAZ

the event were aimed to support the Ecclesiastical

was the general partner in the scientific-practical con-

Academy of the Holy Trinity Lavra of St. Sergius.

ference and exhibition “Medicine and Quality-2006”

> Aware of its responsibility before the society, SOGAZ

and a sponsor of the 5th National Congress “Profession

has always paid special attention to education. For four

and Health”, which discussed the issues of assuring

years the Group has sponsored the charity project

a better supply of equipment to health care institutions

“Voice of a Child”, an annual arts contest among

and improving medical care standards.

school students. In 2006, the organizers of the project
received three thousand contest entries from children
in St. Petersburg, Kaliningrad, Syktyvkar, Vologda,

www.sogaz.ru
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Archangelsk, Vladimir Regions and other parts of Russia. Russian contestants were joined by children from
the USA, Germany and the U.K.
> Another memorable event sponsored by the
Group was the school graduates festival “Scarlet
Sails” in St. Petersburg. The festival was a major event
involving all municipal authorities under the auspices
of the Mayor of the city. On June 23, it culminated
in a concert of leading Russian bands and a fireworks
display over the Neva River and the Palace Square.
> The SOGAZ Insurance Group has continued promoting national sports teams. Early in 2006, SOGAZ
became the official insurer of the leading national
football club “Zenit” (St. Petersburg). The Group has
provided insurance coverage of the players, coaches
and service personnel of the FC “Zenit”. In addition,
the specialized company Gazprommedservice, a part
of the SOGAZ Group, provides medical services for all
home and away matches of the club.
> SOGAZ made a notable contribution to promoting
amateur sports, having acted as an investor in the construction of the mountain ski resort “Igora”, the
largest of its kind in the North-Western Federal
District, that was officially opened at the end of 2006.
SOGAZ developed a special package insurance program for the event, opened and equipped a LLC
“Gazprommedservice” medical facility at the resort.
Two ambulances are on a round-the-clock duty at the
resort.
> In all its projects the SOGAZ Insurance Group
remains true to the traditions and the civic duty
to serve the best interests of the country. Introducing
projects that uphold culture and sports and ensure the
social protection of the Russian people, SOGAZ contributes to the well-being and prosperity of Russia.

www.sogaz.ru
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policy
> The development of the regional network is a key

> The strategy of the regional development of the

condition for the success of the SOGAZ Group. The

Group provides for building an integrated regional net-

prime objectives of the regional network are as follows:

work of extensive coverage. The streamlining of the

1

2

3

4

Retaining the leadership of the SOGAZ

regional policy of SOGAZ will make it possible to make

Insurance Group on the regional insurance

prompt managerial decisions to respond to the

markets;

changes in the regional insurance market situation

Increasing the proceeds and capitalization
of SOGAZ by efficiently running the regional

and efficiently distribute investments.
> In 2006, the Group continued to develop the sales

network;

network of its participant companies. Over the report-

Expanding the availability of insurance serv-

ing year OJSC “Gazprommedstrakh” opened 41 offices

ices to customers in the regions;

bringing their total number to 278. This progress came

Improving the quality standards of insur-

as a result of the company’s successful participation

ance services provided in the regions.

in regional tenders. The company won 23 tenders
for the selection of medical insurance organizations
to provide compulsory medical insurance in various
regions including the Astrakhan, Bryansk, Irkutsk,
Sakhalin, Smolensk, Tyumen Regions and the

38

Republics of Buryatia and Mordovia.
> Today Gazprommedstrakh operates in 46 federal
subjects of the Russian Federation.
> The regional network of the key member of the
Group, OJSC “SOGAZ”, has grown considerably as well.
Last year the company opened 2 branches and 30 offices
throughout the country. Seven divisions were opened
in regions where the company had not been present
before, including the Kirov, Kursk, Leningrad, and Chita
Regions, the Republics of Karelia, Mari El, and Khakassiya. Based on the results of the reporting year, the
branches of OJSC “SOGAZ” contributed nearly one half
of the insurance premium collected by the company
as a whole. The growth rate of the insurance premium
collected by regional offices amounted to 126.2 %
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over-fulfilling the collection plan by a large margin. The
highest growth rates in insurance premium collection
in 2006 were registered by the regional branches in Syktyvkar (288 %), Perm (234 %), Rostov (215 %), Tula (213 %)
and Krasnodar (207 %).
> During 2006, the sales network of the Group grew
up to 350 offices in 71 federal subjects of the Russian
Federation. Special attention was paid to improving
the material and technical supply of the regional
offices, and as a result, the quality of the service provided to SOGAZ customers in the regions was considerably improved while the time required for serving
individual customers was reduced. New well-equipped
offices were opened in the Yekaterinburg, Western,
and Samara branches, and agreements were signed
on investment in the construction of detached buildings housing the Astrakhan and Тomsk branches.
> Considering the realities of the market and the
prospects for the development of regional insurance
markets, SOGAZ is resolved to continue to expand its
influence throughout the country.
> The emphasis will be placed on providing highquality services in all regions of the current and anticipated presence of the gas industry and the leading
Russian vertically integrated holding companies
employing large number of economically and socially
active workers.

www.sogaz.ru
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Consolidated balance sheet of the SOGAZ Insurance Group
Consolidated income statement of the SOGAZ Insurance Group
Auditor’s opinion
Financial Statements of OJSC “SOGAZ”
Income statement of OJSC “SOGAZ”

The steady development of the SOGAZ Group
relies on the knowledge, unique experience
and high professional standards
of its employees, as witnessed by the growth
of the SOGAZ customers’ well-being.
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c o n s o l i dat e d ba l a n c e
s h e e t o f t h e s o ga z
i n s u ra n c e g r o u p

as of the year’s end
(in thousands of RUR,
except for figures in per cent)

consolidated balance
sheet of the sogaz
insurance group
Assets

2005

2006

185,218

1,059,809

184,845

1,059,195

9,078,477

15,798,046

–

–

22,371

21,597

3,287,154

8,365,908

> shares of subsidiaries and affiliates

–

–

> debt securities of subsidiaries and affiliates
and loans issued thereto

–

–

Assets
Intangible assets
Including:
Business reputation
Investments
Including:
Land plots
Facilities
Financial investments in subsidiary,
affiliate and other companies
Including:

42

> investments in authorized (share) capitals
of subsidiaries and affiliates

17

17

> shares of other organisations

1,875,191

4,095,372

> debt securities of other organisations
and loans issued thereto

1,402,504

4,253,974

–

281

9,442

16,264

> investments in authorized (share) capitals
of other organisations
> cost estimate of the parent company’s ownership
interest in affiliate companies
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as of the year’s end
(in thousands of RUR,
except for figures in per cent)

Assets /table continued/
Other investments
Including:
Government and municipal securities
Deposits
Other investments
Ceding insurers’ premium deposits
Reinsurers’ share in insurance reserves
Including:
In life insurance reserves

2005

2006

5,768,952

7,410,541

860, 466

1,964,348

4,570,873

4,413,146

337,613

1,033,047

–

–

1,181,097

2,440,357

125

928

In unearned premium reserve

653,110

1,730,842

In loss reserves

527,862

708,587

1,923,601

3,763,199

1,131,821

2,761,133

65,740

5,123

Accounts receivable under insurance,
coinsurance operations
Including:
Insured parties
Insurance agents

726,040

996,943

Accounts receivable under reinsurance operations

Other debtors

139,312

217,274

Other accounts receivable due beyond 12 months
following the reporting date

69,423

50,484

1,083,212

4,306,274

383,170

559,639

90,898

130,629

4,999

9,919

62,670

175,176

Materials and other equivalent valuables

10,980

14,713

Prepaid expenses

50,333

152,303

1,357

8,160

Other accounts receivable due within 12 months
following the reporting date
Fixed assets
Construction in progress
Deferred tax assets
Inventory
Including:

Other inventory and costs
Value-added tax
on acquired valuables

616

1,820

5,352,281

7,914,894

665,943

457,046

Total Section

20,220,918

36,884,566

TOTAL ASSETS

20,220,918

36,884,566

Monetary funds
Other assets
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as of the year’s end
(in thousands of RUR,
except for figures in per cent)

Liabilities

2005

2006

935,117

935,117

–

(70)

Equity and reserves
Authorized capital
Own shares redeemed from shareholders
Additional capital

14,038

53,811

Reserve capital
Including:

69,131

76,338

Reserves formed as per law

68,531

76,338

600

–

3,169,896

6,343,279

4,188,182

7,408,475

86,422

584,622

Life insurance reserves

2,251,571

3,716,880

Unearned premium reserve

5,509,180

10,243,530

Loss reserves

2,679,591

4,386,840

Other insurance reserves

2,235,714

4,076,843

730,882

1,091,371

13,406,938

23,515,464

–

–

Reserves formed as per founding documents
Retained earnings (uncovered loss)
Total Section
Minority holding in equity
Insurance reserves

Reserves for compulsory health insurance
Total Section
Liabilities
Debt under premium deposits to reinsurers
Long-term loans and credits
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7,700

700,000

Deferred tax liabilities

240,765

468,587

Short-term loans and credits

350,215

661,531

1,108,780

629,405

963,604

407,824

30,542

112,739

114,634

108,842

Accounts payable under insurance,
coinsurance operations
Including:
Insured parties
Insurance agents
Other creditors
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Accounts payable under reinsurance operations

194,688

897,807

Other accounts payable
Including:

265,268

1,680,480

Debt to the company’s personnel

1,786

2,785

Debt to state non-budget funds

2,443

2,517

SOGAZ
Insurance Group

success
c o n s o l i dat e d ba l a n c e
s h e e t o f t h e s o ga z
i n s u ra n c e g r o u p

as of the year’s end
(in thousands of RUR,
except for figures in per cent)

Liabilities /table continued/

2005

2006

Taxes and dues payable

122,918

647,120

Other creditors

138,121

1,028,058

Income due to participants
(founders)
Deferred revenues
Provisions for costs to be incurred

6,245

8,171
296,474

9

28,858

2,539,376

5,376,005

20,220,918

36,884,566

Other liabilities

TOTAL ASSETS

–
4,692

343,151

Provisions for preventive activities
Total Section

–
22,555

Certificate of valuables recorded on off-balance sheet accounts
Leased fixed assets
Including under lease
Goods and material valuables
in custody
Indebtedness of insolvent debtors
charged to losses
Security of obligations and payments, received

162,694
19,703

272,004
19,156

10

12

30,911

19,924

–

2,152,806

69,556

93,315

Impairment of residential property

–

–

Impairment of redevelopment and
equivalent facilities

–

–

Intangible assets received

–

303

Security of obligations and payments, issued

High-security forms

226,881

79,323

Securities

5

–

Inventories below 10 thousand

–

2,779

–

2,219

5,190

7,457

Non-production property
Economic and production inventory in use
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success
c o n s o l i dat e d
i n c o m e s tat e m e n t
o f t h e s o ga z
i n s u ra n c e g r o u p

as of the year’s end
(in thousands of RUR,
except for figures in per cent)

consolidated
income statement
of the sogaz
insurance group
Income Statement
I.

Insurance premiums (contributions) — total
Transferred to reinsurers
Income from investments
Of which:
Interest receivable
Income from participating in other organisations
Change in the cost of financial investments
due to evaluation adjustment
Payments under insurance contracts — net reinsurance
Payments under insurance contracts — total
Reinsurers’ share
Change in life insurance reserves —
net reinsurance
Change in life insurance reserves — total
Change in reinsurers’ share in reserves
Expenses on conducting insurance operations —
net reinsurance
Expenses on signing insurance contracts
Other expenses on conducting insurance operations
Remuneration and share of profits under reinsurance contracts
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2006

1,968,347

2,126,583

1,968,664

2,132,077

Life insurance
Insurance premiums (contributions) — net reinsurance
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2005

(317)

(5,494)

165,237

2,241,558

97,179

282,398

–

3,138

53,910

148,071

(437,141)

(787,109)

(437,141)

(789,245)

–

2,136

(1,523,400)

(1,462,101)

(1,523,509)

(1,462,904)

109

803

(14,839)

(24,540)

(10,729)

(15,997)

(4,110)

(8,543)

–

–

SOGAZ
Insurance Group

success
c o n s o l i dat e d
i n c o m e s tat e m e n t
o f t h e s o ga z
i n s u ra n c e g r o u p

as of the year’s end
(in thousands of RUR,
except for figures in per cent)

Income Statement /table continued/

2005

2006

(4,229)

(1,791,269)

(4,229)

(38,368)

153,975

303,122

15,168,644

22,495,620

Investments expenses
Of which:
Change in the cost of financial investments
due to evaluation adjustment
Result from life insurance operations
II.

Insurance other than life insurance
Insurance premiums — net reinsurance
Insurance premiums — total

16,749,202

25,988,775

Transferred to reinsurers

(1,580,558)

(3,493,155)

(1,853,278)

(3,656,339)

(1,445,853)

(4,728,143)

(407,425)

1,071,804

Change in unearned premium reserve —
net reinsurance
Change in unearned premium reserve — total
Change in reinsurers’ share in reserve
Incurred losses — net reinsurance

(7,535,141) (11,977,209)

Payments under insurance contracts —
net reinsurance

(8,103,209) (10,450,685)

Payments under insurance contracts — total

(8,588,043) (10,602,871)

Reinsurers’ share

484,920

Change in loss reserves — net reinsurance
Change in loss reserves — total
Change in reinsurers’ share in reserves
Change in other insurance reserves

568,068

(1,526,524)

1,233,423

(1,706,083)

(665,355)

179,559

(1,633,370)

(1,841,129)

(57,892)

(58,841)

Contributions out of insurance premiums
Of which:
Contributions to guarantees reserve
Contributions to the reserve of current compensatory payments
Expenses on conducting insurance operations —
net reinsurance

152,186

(5,317)

(7,614)

(10,634)

(15,228)

(1,030,717)

(1,691,021)

Expenses on signing insurance contracts

(927,903)

(1,598,046)

Other expenses on conducting insurance operations

(154,470)

(238,108)

51,656

145,133

3,058,246

3,271,081

Remunerations and share of profits
under reinsurance contracts
Result from operations related to insurance other
than life insurance
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success
c o n s o l i dat e d
i n c o m e s tat e m e n t
o f t h e s o ga z
i n s u ra n c e g r o u p

as of the year’s end
(in thousands of RUR,
except for figures in per cent)

Income Statement /table continued/
III.

2006

12,191,491

13,297,339

248,827

727,681

13,589

19,544

1,023,801

1,063,860

Other income and expenses not included in Sections I and II
Income from investments
Of which:
Interest receivable
Income from participating in other organisations
Change in the cost of financial investments
due to evaluation adjustment
Investments expenses
Of which:
Change in the cost of financial investments
due to evaluation adjustment
Management expenses
Other income excluding income related to investments
Of which:
Interest receivable
Other expenses excluding expenses related to investments
Of which:
Interest payable

(10,547,806) (11,158,099)

(10,449)

(43,808)

(1,712,957)

(2,624,937)

356,726

3,085,165

118,068

30,904

(424,085)

(1,661,768)

(14,354)

(64,990)

Other (extraordinary) income

–

–

Other (extraordinary) expenses

–

–

Capitalized income
Pre-tax income (loss)
Deferred tax assets
Deferred tax liabilities
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2005

6,602

6,822

3,082,192

4,518,724

(941)

4,564

(240,736)

(227,681)

Current tax on income

(655,637)

(975,972)

Net income (loss) in the reporting period

2,159,577

2,985,633

25,301

334,002

Minority holding in net income (loss)
in the reporting period
Additional information

88,543

79,939

Basic earnings (loss) per share

–

–

Diluted earnings (loss) per share

–

–

Permanent tax liabilities (assets)
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success
c o n s o l i dat e d
i n c o m e s tat e m e n t
o f t h e s o ga z
i n s u ra n c e g r o u p

as of the year’s end
(in thousands of RUR,
except for figures in per cent)

Income Statement /table continued/
Breakdown of certain gains and losses
Description

2005
Gains

Fines, penalties and forfeits recognized
by court (arbitration court)
to be recovered
Gains (losses) of previous years
Reimbursement for losses caused
by default or improper
fulfillment of obligations
Foreign currency exchange
gains and losses

2006
Losses

Gains

Losses

5

45

2

34

27,134

129,661

18,210

135,905

–

–

–

–

75,125

80,525

49,431

80,789

Disbursements to valuation reserves

x

–

–

–

Bad accounts receivable
and payable write-off

–

17,917

741

13,823

49
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success
au d i t o r ’ s
opinion

Closed Joint-Stock Company
“PricewaterhouseCoopers Audit”
(CJSC “PwC Audit”)
Bld. 5, 52 Komsomolskaya Embankment,
Moscow 115054 Russia
Tel: +7 (495) 967 6000
Fax: +7 (495) 967 6001

auditor’s
opinion
on the Financial (Accounting) Statements
of Open Joint-Stock Company
Insurance Company for Gas Industry (SOGAZ)

To the shareholders of Open Joint-Stock Company Insurance Company for Gas Industry:
1

We have audited the accompanying financial (accounting) statements of Open Joint-Stock Com-

pany Insurance Company for Gas Industry (hereinafter referred to as the Company) for the period
from January 1, 2006 to December 31, 2006 inclusive. The financial (accounting) statements of the
Company consist of the Balance Sheet, Income Statement, Statement of Changes in Capital, Statement of Cash Flows, Appendix to the Balance Sheet and the Note to the Financial Statements (hereinafter all these statements are referred to as financial (accounting) statements). The financial
(accounting) statements have been prepared by the Company’s management team based on Russian legislation as regards preparation of financial (accounting) statements. Statements prepared
based on said legislation differ to a great extent from statements prepared as per the International
Financial Reporting Standards.
2

The body responsible for the preparation and submission of financial (accounting) statements

is the executive body of the Company. Our responsibility is to express our opinion as to whether
these financial (accounting) statements are reliable in all material aspects and whether said statements comply with the accounting procedures stipulated by Russian legislation, based on the
results of our audit.
3

We conducted our audit in compliance with the Federal Law "On audit activities", federal rules

(standards) of audit activities, the International Audit Standards, and our internal standards.
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success
au d i t o r ’ s
opinion

The audit was planned and performed to obtain reasonable assurance that the financial (accounting) statements of the Company are free of any material misstatements. The audit included examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the figures and disclosure in the financial statements
of information about financial and economic activities, assessing the compliance with the accounting principles and rules applied in drawing up financial (accounting) statements, examining estimates obtained by the Company's management team in drawing up the financial statements, and
assessing the rendering of accounts. We believe that the performed audit provides a reasonable
basis for our opinion on the reliability of the financial (accounting) statements and on the compliance of the accounting procedures with Russian legislation.
4

In our opinion, the accompanying financial (accounting) statements of the Company are reliable,

i.e. present fairly, in all material aspects, the Company's financial position as of December 31, 2006,
as well as the results of the Company's economic operations for the period from January 1, 2006
to December 31, 2006, inclusive, in compliance with the requirements of Russian legislation
as regards preparation of financial (accounting) statements.

June 22, 2007
Director of the Joint-Stock Company A. Bertolotti

Auditor Ju. Bogomolova
Qualification Audit Certificate for auditing
insurance companies No.К009987 issued for an indefinite term
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success
f i na n c i a l
s tat e m e n t s
o f o j s c “ s o ga z ”

as of the year’s end
(in thousands of RUR,
except for figures in per cent)

financial
statements
of ojsc “sogaz”
Assets

2005

2006

Assets
Intangible assets
Investments
Including:
Land plots
Facilities
Financial investments in subsidiary,
affiliate and other organisations

344

320

6,490,452

12,137,266

–

–

22,371

21,597

3,135,976

7,672,965

224,410

1,100,825

–

15,250

494,050

494,050

1,707,541

3,114,681

709,975

2,948,159

–

–

3,332,105

4,442,704

54,742

824,308

3,099,363

3,140,396

178,000

478,000

Including:
> shares of subsidiaries and affiliates

52

> debt securities of subsidiaries and affiliates
and loans issued thereto
> investments in authorized (share) capitals
of subsidiaries and affiliates
> shares of other organisations
> debt securities of other organisations
and loans issued thereto
> investments in authorized (share) capitals
of other organisations
Other investments
Including:
Government and municipal securities
Deposits
Other investments
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SOGAZ
Insurance Group

success
f i na n c i a l
s tat e m e n t s
o f o j s c “ s o ga z ”

as of the year’s end
(in thousands of RUR,
except for figures in per cent)

Assets /table continued/
Ceding insurers’ premium deposits
Reinsurers’ share in insurance reserves
Including:
In life insurance reserves

2005

2006

–

–

877,965

1,774,812

–

–

In unearned premium reserve

424,554

1,265,909

In loss reserves

453,411

508,903

1,048,937

3,448,264

964,569

2,469,160

Accounts receivable
under insurance, coinsurance operations
Including:
Insured parties
Insurance agents

65,064

3,420

Other debtors

19,304

975,684

Accounts receivable under reinsurance operations

91,839

163,650

Other accounts receivable due beyond 12 months
following the reporting date

3,186

2,720

Other accounts receivable due within 12 months
following the reporting date

935,834

1,310,953

Fixed assets

171,831

301,374

86,110

125,299

Construction in progress
Deferred tax assets

4,458

6,533

50,045

93,846

6,415

8,626

43,630

85,022

–

198

–

–

4,273,546

5,982,057

665,873

456,860

Total Section

14,700,420

25,803,954

TOTAL ASSETS

14,700,420

25,803,954

Inventory
Including:
Materials and other equivalent valuables
Prepaid expenses
Other inventory and costs
Value-added tax
on acquired valuables
Monetary funds
Other assets
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success
f i na n c i a l
s tat e m e n t s
o f o j s c “ s o ga z ”

as of the year’s end
(in thousands of RUR,
except for figures in per cent)

Liabilities

2005

2006

935,117

935,117

–

–

Additional capital

14,038

14,038

Reserve capital
Including:

46,756

46,756

Reserves formed as per law

46,756

46,756

Reserves formed
as per founding documents

–

–

2,880,219

4,355,788

3,876,130

5,351,699

435,772

349,387

4,889,147

9 ,127,031

Equity and reserves
Authorized capital
Own shares redeemed from shareholders

Retained earnings (uncovered loss)
Total Section
Insurance reserves
Life insurance reserves
Unearned premium reserve
Loss reserves

2,363,774

3,845,495

Other insurance reserves

2,054,113

3,806,635

–

–

9,742,806

17 128 548

Reserves for compulsory health insurance
Total Section
Liabilities

54

Debt under premium deposits to reinsurers

–

–

Long-term loans and credits

–

700,000

Deferred tax liabilities

240,238

463,581

Short-term loans and credits

350,000

–

Accounts payable under insurance,
coinsurance operations
Including:

153,805

215,806

–

–

Insured parties
Insurance agents
Other creditors
Accounts payable under reinsurance operations
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40,216

110,511

113,589

105,295

93,228

803,778

SOGAZ
Insurance Group

success
f i na n c i a l
s tat e m e n t s
o f o j s c “ s o ga z ”

as of the year’s end
(in thousands of RUR,
except for figures in per cent)

Liabilities /table continued/

2005

2006

Other accounts payable
Including:

153,692

1,013,984

707

316

1,761

1,882

Debt to the company’s personnel
Debt to state non-budget funds
Taxes and dues payable

46,280

5,738

104,944

1,006,048

Income due to participants
(founders)

–

–

Deferred revenues

–

–

Provisions for costs to be incurred

5,214

7,140

Provisions for preventive activities

85,307

119,418

–

–

1,081,484

3,323,707

14,700,420

25,803,954

Other creditors

Other liabilities
Total Section
TOTAL ASSETS

Certificate of valuables recorded on off-balance sheet accounts
Leased fixed assets
Including under lease
Goods and material valuables
in custody
Indebtedness of insolvent debtors
charged to losses
Security of obligations and payments, received
Security of obligations and payments, issued

135,264
1,170

245,080
1,266

–

–

17,683

13,761

–

2,052,802

69,556

86,284

Impairment of residential property

–

–

Impairment of redevelopment
and equivalent facilities

–

–

Intangible assets received

–

–

Facility for restoration

–

145,000
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income
s tat e m e n t
o f o j s c “ s o ga z ”

as of the year’s end
(in thousands of RUR,
except for figures in per cent)

income
statement
of ojsc “sogaz”
Income Statement
I.

Insurance premiums (contributions) — total
Transferred to reinsurers
Income from investments
Of which:
Interest receivable

21,246

8,923

21,246

8,923

–

–

60,268

42,000

60,268

42,000

Income from participating in other organisations

–

–

Change in the cost of financial investments
due to evaluation adjustment

–

–

(175,635)

(136,300)

(175,635)

(136,300)

–

–

98,037

86,385

98,037

86,385

–

–

Payments under insurance contracts —
net reinsurance
Payments under insurance contracts — total
Reinsurers’ share
Change in life insurance reserves —
net reinsurance
Change in life insurance reserves — total
Change in reinsurers’ share in reserves
Expenses on conducting insurance operations —
net reinsurance

(19)

(11)

(19)

(11)

Other expenses on conducting insurance operations

–

–

Remuneration and share of profits under reinsurance contracts

–

–

Expenses on signing insurance contracts
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2006

Life insurance
Insurance premiums (contributions) — net reinsurance
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success
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s tat e m e n t
o f o j s c “ s o ga z ”

as of the year’s end
(in thousands of RUR,
except for figures in per cent)

Income Statement /table continued/

2005

2006

–

–

–

–

3,897

997

14,121,073

20,963,819

Investments expenses
Of which:
Change in the cost of financial investments
due to evaluation adjustment
Result from life insurance operations
II.

Insurance other than life insurance
Insurance premiums — net reinsurance
Insurance premiums (contributions) — total

15,138,245

23,492,969

Transferred to reinsurers

(1,017,172)

(2,529,150)

(1,830,250)

(3,396,529)

(1,420,755)

(4,237,884)

(409,495)

841,355

Change in unearned premium reserve —
net reinsurance
Change in unearned premium reserve — total
Change in reinsurers’ share in reserve
Incurred losses — net reinsurance

(7,112,410) (11,322,575)

Payments under insurance contracts —
net reinsurance

(7,564,005)

Payments under insurance contracts — total
Reinsurers’ share

478,101

Change in loss reserves — net reinsurance
Change in loss reserves — total
Change in reinsurers’ share in reserves
Change in other insurance reserves

(9,896,346)

(8,042,106) (10,030,692)
134,346

451,595

(1,426,229)

1,032,557

(1,481,721)

(580,962)

55,492

(1,558,858)

(1,752,522)

(54,006)

(53,166)

Contributions out of insurance premiums
Of which:
Contributions to guarantees reserve

(4,162)

(6,351)

Contributions to the reserve of current compensatory payments

(8,324)

(12,703)

(847,093)

(1,458,733)

(854,807)

(1,484,596)

(29,713)

(86,405)

37,427

112,268

2,718,456

2,980,294

Expenses on conducting insurance operations —
net reinsurance
Expenses on signing insurance contracts
Other expenses on conducting insurance operations
Remunerations and share of profits
under reinsurance contracts
Result from operations related to insurance other
than life insurance
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success
income
s tat e m e n t
o f o j s c “ s o ga z ”

as of the year’s end
(in thousands of RUR,
except for figures in per cent)

Income Statement /table continued/

2005

2006

10,287,255

8,011,679

III.

Other income and expenses
not included in Sections I and II
Income from investments
Of which:
Interest receivable
Income from participating in other organisations
Change in the cost of financial investments
due to evaluation adjustment
Investments expenses
Of which:
Change in the cost of financial investments
due to evaluation adjustment
Management expenses
Other income excluding income related to investments
Of which:
Interest receivable
Other expenses excluding expenses related to investments
Of which:

385,384

1,001,127

995,954

(8,792,736)

(5,691,162)

–

–

(1,465,764)

(2,169,000)

250,358

177,039

116,333

–

(304,112)

(558,078)

Interest payable

(14,336)

(64,335)

2,697,354

2,751,769

201

2,075

Deferred tax liabilities

(240,238)

(223,343)

Current tax on income

(534,946)

(493,862)

1,922,371

2,036,639

Net income (loss) in the reporting period
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639,463

13,506

Pre-tax income (loss)
Deferred tax assets
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119,062

Additional information
73,238

43,628

Basic earnings (loss) per share

–

–

Diluted earnings (loss) per share

–

–

Permanent tax liabilities (assets)

SOGAZ
Insurance Group

success
income
s tat e m e n t
o f o j s c “ s o ga z ”

as of the year’s end
(in thousands of RUR,
except for figures in per cent)

Income Statement /table continued/
Breakdown of certain gains and losses
2005

Description

Fines, penalties and forfeits recognized
by court (arbitration court)
to be recovered

2006
Losses

Gains

Gains

Losses

–

–

11,467

2,805

21,933

114,495

13,066

133,533

–

–

–

–

61,417

66,485

36,674

68,413

Disbursement to valuation reserves

x

–

x

–

Bad accounts receivable
and payable write-off

–

17,683

741

13,761

Gains (losses) of previous years
Reimbursement for losses caused
by default or improper
fulfillment of obligations
Foreign currency exchange
gains and losses
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possibilities

Contact Information
Representative offices of OJSC “SOGAZ”
Representative offices of OJSC “Gazprommedstrakh”

To be a leader means to be one step ahead
of others, to be able to turn obstacles into
possibilities. Establishing itself as a leader
on the regional markets, SOGAZ creates
necessary conditions for developing
businesses of the company’s customers
throughout Russia.
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i n f o r m at i o n

contact
information
>

insurance group sogaz
head office
/ ojsc “sogaz” office

>

insurance group sogaz
sales offices in moscow
and moscow region

Business-Center, Gazoprovod village,

Bld. 1, 24 Vavilova Str., Moscow,

Leninsky District, Moscow Region,

119334 Russia

142770 Russia
tel: +7 (495) 428–57–27

tel: +7 (495) 234–44–24
fax: +7 (495) 234–44–65

fax: +7 (495) 428–78–96
3rd floor, Trade Center “Melnitsa”,
>

llc “ic “neftepolis” office

16 Bolotnaya Str., Moscow, 115035 Russia

>

tel: +7 (495) 739–53–01

fax: +7 (495) 730–01–11

fax: +7 (495) 418–35–07

ojsc “gazprommedstrakh”
office

119992 Russia
tel: +7 (495) 232–22–04
fax: +7 (495) 232–22–04

llc “ic “sogaz-life” office

Bld. 2, 3 Krymsky Val Str., Moscow,
119049 Russia
tel: +7 (495) 627–73–00
fax: +7 (495) 627–73–02
>

cjsc “leader” office

13 Simferopolsky Blvd., Moscow,
117556 Russia
tel: +7 (495) 782–08–57
fax: +7 (495) 110–33–01
www.sogaz.ru

Moscow Region, 143000 Russia

tel: +7 (495) 777–44–16

10B Luzhnetskaya Emb., Moscow,

>

Zhukovka village, Odintsovsky District,

SOGAZ
Insurance Group
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ojsc “sogaz”
representative offices
> astrakhan branch

<Nakhodka

59A Sverdlova Str., Astrakhan,

Office 501, 1 Portovaya Str., Nakhodka,

414000 Russia

Primorsky Territory, 692900 Russia

tel: +7 (8512) 63–35–08

office>

tel: +7 (42366) 9–12–98

fax: +7 (8512) 63–35–10
Maksimova Tatiana Nikolaevna

<Ussuriysk

office>

Office 5, 75 Timiryazeva Str., Ussuriysk,
>

dagestan branch

Primorsky Territory, 692500 Russia

24 Ermoshkina Str., Makhachkala,

tel: +7 (4234) 32–26–61

Republic of Dagestan, 367000 Russia

>

tel: +7 (8722) 60–57–83

<Khabarovsk

fax: +7 (8722) 67–53–29

Group of buildings “B”, letter “V”,

Guseynova Patimat Nasrutdinovna

46 Turgeneva Str., Khabarovsk,

far east branch

680000 Russia

1A Nizhne-Portovaya Str., Vladivostok,

office>

tel: +7 (4212) 45–12–34

Primorsky Territory, 690003 Russia
tel: +7 (4232) 30–26–62

<Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk

fax: +7 (4232) 30–05–89

Office 4, 41 Kommunistichesky Avenue,

office>

Chasov Aleksey Ilyich

Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk, Sakhalin Region,
693010 Russia

Office 205, 3A Sukhanova Str., Vladivostok,

tel: +7 (4212) 46–49–62

690091 Russia

yekaterinburg branch

tel: +7 (4232) 43–26–53

>

fax: +7 (4232) 43–26–03

35 Rozy Luksemburg Str., Yekaterinburg,
620075 Russia

<Artyom

office>

tel: +7 (343) 356–56–57

Office 301, 28 Kirova Str., Artyom,

fax: +7 (343) 379–27–29

Primorsky Territory, 692760 Russia

Zakharushkin Oleg Vladimirovich

tel: +7 (8237) 9–84–46
Office 308, 20A Lenina Avenue,
Yekaterinburg, 620075 Russia
tel: +7 (343) 379–35–83
fax: +7 (343) 379–35–84
www.sogaz.ru
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<Zarechny

office>

<Chernyakhovsk

office>

Office 7, 10 Lenina Str., Zarechny,

11A Telmana Str., Chernyakhovsk,

Sverdlovsk Region, 624251 Russia

Kaliningrad Region, 238150 Russia

tel: +7 (34377) 3–35–83
<Nizhny

Tagil office>

Office 213, 67 Lenina Avenue, Nizhny Tagil,

tel: +7 (40141) 3–38–38
>

irkutsk branch

41 Sverdlova Str., Irkutsk, 644011 Russia

Sverdlovsk Region, 622025 Russia

tel: +7 (3952) 28–80–35

tel: +7 (3435) 41–92–78

fax: +7 (3952) 28–80–35
Ulanov Andrey Nikolaevich

<Kurgan

office>

113 Sovetskaya Str., Kurgan, 640018 Russia
tel: +7 (3522) 46–39–12

<Angarsk

office>

Office 234a, 1A Chaikovskogo Str.,
Angarsk, Irkutsk Region, 665813 Russia

<Novouralsk

office>

tel: +7 (3951) 50–07–94

53 Lenina Str., Novouralsk
tel: +7 (34370) 9–02–53

>

kazan branch

Office 211, 2V Spartakovskaya Str., Kazan,
<Rezh

office>

Republic of Tatarstan, 420107 Russia

35 Lenina Str., Rezh, Sverdlovsk Region,

tel: +7 (843) 291–75–94

623750 Russia

fax: +7 (843) 291–75–94

tel: +7 (34364) 3–23–88
<Sysert

office>

Sitdikov Shamil Abdullovich
>

komsomolsk branch

41 Timiryazeva Str., Sysert,

29 Oktyabrsky Avenue,

Sverdlovsk Region, 624022 Russia

Komsomolsk-na-Amure,

tel: +7 (34374) 2–14–46

Khabarovsk Territory, 681021 Russia
tel: +7 (4217) 59–28–51

>

western branch

fax: +7 (4217) 59–28–51

40 Moskovsky Avenue, Kalinigrad,

Lankina Natalia Sergeevna

236006 Russia
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krasnodar branch

tel: +7 (4012) 70–27–32

>

Shkoda Margarita Evgenievna

Letter “L”, 139 Krasnaya Str., Krasnodar,
350020 Russia

<Baltiysk

office>

tel: +7 (861) 255–33–00

77B Lenina Str., Baltiysk,

fax: +7 (861) 255–33–00

Kaliningrad Region, 238520 Russia

Pogorelov Aleksey Viktorovich

tel: +7 (40145) 2–13–74
<Novorossiysk
<Sovetsk

office>

1B Shevchenko Str., Sovetsk,
Kaliningrad Region, 238750 Russia
tel: +7 (40161) 3–77–06

www.sogaz.ru

office>

1 Rubina Str., Novorossiysk,
Krasnodar Territory, 353900 Russia
tel: +7 (8617) 64–55–52
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krasnoyarsk branch

<Sarov

office>

33 Severo-Eniseyskaya Str., Krasnoyarsk,

3 Repina Str., Sarov, Nizhny Novgorod

660075 Russia

Region, 607188 Russia

tel: +7 (3912) 63–62–88

tel: +7 (8230) 3–32–22

fax: +7 (3912) 90–20–10
Nechepurenko Andrey Alekseevich

<Cheboksary

office>

19A, I. Yakovleva Avenue, Cheboksary,
<Abakan

office>

Office 205, 39 Vyatkina Str., Abakan,

Republic of Chuvashia, 428000 Russia
tel: +7 (8352) 55–18–13

Republic of Khakassia, 655017 Russia
tel: +7 (3902) 22–21–95

>

nefteyugansk branch

14 Stroiteley Str., Pionernaya industrial
<Zheleznogorsk

office>

zone, Nefteyugansk, Tyumen Region,

6 Mayakovskogo Str., Zheleznogorsk,

Khanty-Mansi Autonomous District,

Krasnoyarsk territory, 662974 Russia

628309 Russia
tel: +7 (3461) 23–25–24

>

nadym branch

fax: +7 (3461) 23–42–35

8 Zvereva Str., Nadym, Tyumen Region,

Grinina Lyubov Avdeevna

Yamal-Nenets Autonomous District,
629730 Russia

>

nizhnevartovsk branch

tel: +7 (3499) 53–23–90

3 Chapaeva Str., Nizhnevartovsk Str.,

fax: +7 (3499) 53–23–90

Tyumen Region, Khanty-Mansi

Syundyukova Alfia Khikmatovna

Autonomous District, 628602 Russia
tel: +7 (3466) 44–11–73

>

nizhny novgorod branch

fax: +7 (3466) 44–11–73

8 Slavyanskaya Str., Nizhny Novgorod,

Lazarev Eduard Leonidovich

603000 Russia

nizhne-volzhsky branch

tel: +7 (8312) 31–14–10

>

fax: +7 (8312) 31–14–10

5, L. Tolstogo Str., Volgograd, 400119 Russia

Krasikov Sergey Anatolievich

tel: +7 (8442) 47–26–94
fax: +7 (8442) 47–26–94

1 Sovnarkomovskaya Str.,

Serdechny Vadim Anatolievich

Nizhny Novgorod, 603086 Russia
tel: +7 (8312) 77–69–15
fax: +7 (8312) 77–69–15

21 Eletskaya Str., Volgograd, 400120 Russia
tel: +7 (8442) 96–63–60
fax: +7 (8442) 96–63–60

<Dzerzhinsk

office>

3A Dzerzhinskogo Square, Dzerzhinsk,

<Volzhsky

Nizhny Novgorod Region, 606000 Russia

Office 500, 46 Lenina Str., Volzhsky,

tel: +7 (823) 25–92–56

office>

Volgograd Region, 404130 Russia
tel: +7 (8443) 31–63–31

<Mari

El Republic office>

Office 26, 125A Komsomolskaya Str.,

<Кamyshin

Yoshkar-Ola, Republic of Mari El,

54 Serova Str., Kamyshin,

424004 Russia

Volgograd Region, 403870 Russia

tel: +7 (8362) 41–42–48
www.sogaz.ru

office>
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novosibirsk branch

169 Nemirovicha-Danchenko Str.,

>

perm branch

51A Sovetskaya Str., Perm, 614000 Russia

Novosibirsk, 630087 Russia

tel: +7 (342) 220–64–01

tel: +7 (383) 212–50–07

fax: +7 (3422) 220–64–01

fax: +7 (383) 212–50–07

Seliverstov Anatoly Vyacheslavovich

Tiomkin Vladimir Efimovich
<Solikamsk
<Berdsk

office>

Office 409, 4A Gorkogo Str.,

office>

121, 20 Let Pobedy Str., Solikamsk,
Perm Territory, 618550 Russia
tel: +7 (34253) 7–63–04

Novosibirsk Region, 633010 Russia
tel: +7 (38341) 2–79–13
>
>

novy urengoy branch

rostov branch

Office 3, 132/37 Sotsialisticheskaya Str.,

5 Yubileynaya Str., Novy Urengoy,

Rostov-na-Donu, 344006 Russia

Tyumen Region, Yamal-Nenets

tel: +7 (863) 269–88–19

Autonomous District 629300 Russia

fax: +7 (863) 269–88–19

tel: +7 (3494) 92–51–74

Altukhov Valery Anatolievich

fax: +7 (3494) 92–51–74
Zhidkov Spartak Evgenievich

72A Pushkinskaya Str., Rostov-na-Donu,
344007 Russia

>

noyabrsk branch

tel: +7 (8632) 99–95–40

6, 8-go Marta Str., Noyabrsk,

fax: +7 (8632) 99–95–41

Tyumen Region, Yamal-Nenets
Autonomous District, 629805 Russia

<Volgodonsk

tel: +7 (3496) 36–94–67

35 Koshevogo Str., Volgodonsk,

fax: +7 (3496) 36–94–67

Rostov Region, 347360 Russia

Maslova Natalia Aleksandrovna
>
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office>

orenburg branch

tel: +7 (86392) 5–92–52
<Taganrog

office>

25A, 60 Let Oktyabra Str., Orenburg,

49 Aleksandrovskaya Str., Taganrog,

460021 Russia

Rostov Region, 347900 Russia

tel: +7 (3532) 33–00–30

tel: +7 (8634) 36–28–85

fax: +7 (3532) 33–00–30
Alekseev Aleksey Alekseevich

>

samara branch

201 Chapaevskaya Str., Samara,
<Buzuluk

office>

40 Chapaeva Str., Buzuluk, Orenburg

tel: +7 (846) 270–88–07

Region, 461040 Russia

fax: +7 (846) 270–48–13

tel: +7 (35342) 1–52–78
<Оrsk

office>

Pimenov Vyacheslav Alekseevich
<Syzran

office>

15B Mira Avenue, Orsk, Orenburg Region,

2 Kotovskogo Str., Syzran, Samara Region,

462403 Russia

446011 Russia

tel: +7 (3537) 25–23–25

www.sogaz.ru

443010 Russia

tel: +7 (8464) 88–19–55
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office>

<Sosnovy

Bor office>

Offices 33-03-31, 8 Novy Lane, Block 3A,

63A Geroev Avenue, Sosnovy Bor,

Avtozavodsky District, Togliatti,

Leningrad Region, 188544 Russia

Samara Region, 445037 Russia

tel: +7 (81369) 3–58–27

tel: +7 (8482) 70–49–19
<Petrozavodsk
<Ulyanovsk

office>

5A Kuznetsova Str., Ulyanovsk,

office>

6 Shotmana Str., Petrozavodsk,
Republic of Karelia, 185010 Russia

432063 Russia

tel: +7 (8142) 78–32–59

tel: +7 (8422) 41–60–81
<Polyarnye

>

saint petersburg branch

6/2 Griboedova Canal Emb.,

Zori office>

22 Pushkina Str., Polyarnye Zori,
Murmansk Region, 184230 Russia

Saint Petersburg, 191011 Russia

tel: +7 (81532) 6–51–05

tel: +7 (812) 438–14–38
fax: +7 (812) 438–14–39

<Pskov

office>

Akulin Igor Mikhailovich

5 Rabochaya Str., Pskov, 180017 Russia
tel: +7 (8112) 72–72–66

15-N premise, letter “A”,
Fontanka River Emb., Saint Petersburg,

<Cherepovets

191014 Russia

Office 2, 8A Sovetsky Avenue, Cherepovets,

tel: +7 (812) 710–40–65

Vologda Region, 162622 Russia

fax: +7 (812) 710–40–72
<Аrkhangelsk

office>

Office 307, 65 Troitsky Avenue,

office>

tel: +7 (8202) 51–73–81
>

saratov branch

21 Gorkogo Str., Saratov, 410028 Russia

Arkhangelsk, 163000 Russia

tel: +7 (8452) 63–01–48

tel: +7 (8182) 49–29–30

fax: +7 (8452) 63–01–48
Burdanova Nadezhda Fedorovna

<Leningrad

Region office>

10B, 7 Armii Str., Gatchina,
Leningrad Region, 188306 Russia
tel: +7 (81371) 3–64–11
<Murmansk

office>

47 Kiseleva Str., Saratov, 410012 Russia
tel: +7 (8452) 27–12–18
fax: +7 (8452) 27–12–18
<Balakovo

office>

Office 320, 17 Sofii Perovskoy Str.,

73 Trnavskaya Str., Balakovo,

Murmansk, 183038 Russia

Saratov Region, 413864 Russia

tel: +7 (8152) 45–64–27
<Novgorod

office>

tel: +7 (8453) 32–19–50
<Penza

office>

6/11 B. Sankt-Peterburgskaya,

Office 307, 50 Gorkogo Str., Penza,

Velikiy Novgorod, 173025 Russia

440600 Russia

tel: +7 (8162) 76–63–52

www.sogaz.ru

tel: +7 (8412) 52–40–27
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sakhalin branch

Office>

<Kirov

Office 403, 53 Amurskaya Str.,

Office 215, 51 Sovetskaya Str., Kirov,

Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk, 693020 Russia

610020 Russia

tel: +7 (4242) 77–31–89

tel: +7 (8332) 32–19–71

fax: +7 (4242) 77–31–89
Efremov Ilya Vladimirovich

>

tomsk branch

13A Shishkova Str., Tomsk, 634050 Russia
>

stavropol branch

tel: +7 (3822) 51–33–33

73A K. Marksa Avenue, Stavropol,

fax: +7 (3822) 51–33–33

355006 Russia

Kektyshev Philipp Anatolievich

tel: +7 (8652) 29–62–75
fax: +7 (8652) 29–62–75

<Altai

office>

Bestuzhy Igor Aleksandrovich

52A Shevchenko Str., Barnaul,
Altai Territory, 656015 Russia

<Budenovsk

office>

tel: +7 (3852) 36–80–10

17 1st Micro-district, Budenovsk,
Stavropol Territory, 356800 Russia
tel: +7 (86559) 2–40–86

<Buryatia

office>

24 50-letiya Oktyabrya Avenue, Ulan-Ude,
Republic of Buryatia, 670034 Russia

<Pyatigorsk

office>

tel: +7 (3012) 46–65–17

7 Bunimovicha Str., Pyatigorsk,
Stavropol Territory, 357500 Russia
tel: +7 (87933) 3–16–11

<Kemerovo

office>

Offices 51-25-16, letter “D”,
12, N. Ostrovskogo Str., Kemerovo,

>

surgut branch

22 Bystrinskaya Str., Surgut,

650099 Russia
tel: +7 (3842) 34–89–29

Tyumen region, Khanty-Mansi
Autonomous District, 628406 Russia

>

office>

tel: +7 (3462) 22–09–09

26 Bardina Avenue, Novokuznetsk,

fax: +7 (3462) 22–05–56

Kemerovo Region, 654007 Russia

Mikhailov German Vladimirovich

68

<Novokuznetsk

syktyvkar branch

92 Pervomayskaya Str., Syktyvkar,
Republic of Komi, 167000 Russia

tel: +7 (3843) 79–74–30
<Omsk

office>

Bld.1, 8 Gagarina Str., Omsk, 644099 Russia
tel: +7 (3812) 21–29–41

tel: +7 (8212) 24–36–44
fax: +7 (8212) 24–36–44

<Seversk

Tarbeev Aleksey Nikolaevich

94 Kommunistichesky Avenue, Seversk,

office>

Tomsk Region, 634050 Russia
<Vorkuta

office>

tel: +7 (3823) 52–55–22

6B Mira Str., Vorkuta, Republic of Komi,
169900 Russia
tel: +7 (82151) 3–52–65

<Strezhevoy

office>

Office 7, 455, 4th Micro-district,
Strezhevoy, Tomsk Region, 636685 Russia

<Inta

office>

24A Mira Str., Inta, Republic of Komi,
169840 Russia
www.sogaz.ru

tel: +7 (82145) 6–71–31
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office>

>

ukhta branch

Office 2, 17 Leningradskaya Str., Yurga,

32 Dzerzhinskogo Str., Ukhta,

Kemerovo Region, 652050 Russia

Republic of Komi, 169300 Russia

tel: +7 (38451) 4–05–35

tel: +7 (82147) 7–29–40
fax: +7 (82147) 6–78–78

<Chita

office>

Dashko Aleksandr Vladimirovich

88 Amurskaya Str., Chita, 672000 Russia
tel: +7 (3022) 32–31–01

<Vologda

office>

117A Zosimovskaya Str., Vologda,
>

tula branch

160009 Russia

50 Turgenevskaya Str., Tula, 300000 Russia

tel: +7 (8172) 75–56–06

tel: +7 (4872) 36–44–92
fax: +7 (4872) 36–44–92

<Usinsk

Pendrakovsky Aleksandr Aleksandrovich

19 Promyshlennaya Str., Usinsk,

office>

Republic of Komi, 169710 Russia
>

tyumen branch

tel: +7 (82144) 2–97–31

14/7 Respubliki Str., Tyumen,
>

625003 Russia

khabarovsk branch

tel: +7 (3452) 64–00–46

46 Tugeneva Str., Khabarovsk,

fax: +7 (3452) 64–00–46

680000 Russia

Davydova Bella Yakovlevna

tel: +7 (4212) 74–77–46
fax: +7 (4212) 41–01–74

<Salekhard

office>

Strokin Vladimir Petrovich

62 Respubliki Str., Salekhard,

central branch

Tyumen Region, Yamal-Nenets

>

Autonomous District, 629008 Russia

Floors 11-13, Business-Center, bld. 1,

tel: +7 (3452) 64–00–46

24 Vavilova Str., Moscow, 119334 Russia
tel: +7 (495) 234–44–24

>

ufa branch

97 Chernyshevskogo Str., Ufa,

fax: +7 (495) 234–44–24
Rogov Yury Leonidovich

Republic of Bashkortostan, 450077 Russia
tel: +7 (3472) 29–90–05

<Belgorod

office>

fax: +7 (3472) 29–90–11

38 5th Zavodskoy per., Belgorod,

Magdanov Ildar Ziganurovich

308002 Russia
tel: +7 (4722) 34–20–69

<Salavat

office>

22 Kolkhoznaya Str., Salavat,

<Bryansk

Republic of Bashkortostan, 453262 Russia

17 Kuibysheva Str., Bryansk, 241035 Russia

tel: +7 (34763) 9–58–26
<Sterlitamak

office>

office>

tel: +7 (4832) 68–88–76
<Voronezh

office>

55 Mira Str., Sterlitamak,

Office 402, 12A Krasnoarmeysky per.,

Republic of Bashkortostan, 453124 Russia

Voronezh, 394006 Russia

tel: +7 (3473) 21–85–75

www.sogaz.ru

tel: +7 (4732) 39–30–35
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<Desnogorsk

office>

>

chaykovsky branch

22 3rd Micro-district, Desnogorsk,

4, K. Marksa Str., Chaykovsky,

Smolensk Region, 216400 Russia

Perm Territory, 617760 Russia

tel: +7 (48153) 7–19–26

tel: +7 (34241) 3–73–09
fax: +7 (34241) 3–73–09

<Kaluga

office>

Shkapenko Aleksey Alekseevich

Bld. 1, 11 Teatralnaya Str., Kaluga,
<Izhevsk

248016 Russia
tel: +7 (4842) 55–98–52

office>

1 Azina Str., Izhevsk, Republic of Udmurtia,
426000 Russia

<Kurchatov

office>

tel: +7 (3412) 90–11–22

38 Kommunistichesky Avenue, Kurchatov,
Kursk Region, 307251 Russia
tel: +7 (47131) 2–19–63

<Glazov

office>

Office 201, 6 Pryazhennikova Str., Glazov,
Republic of Udmurtia, 427620 Russia

<Novovoronezh

office>

tel: +7 (34141) 3–30–70

Office 16, 8A Mira Str., Novovoronezh,
396072 Russia
tel: +7 (47364) 2–08–37

>

chelyabinsk branch

187 Truda Str., Chelyabinsk, 454080 Russia
tel: +7 (351) 263–36–09

<Oryol

office>

fax: +7 (351) 263–36–09

10 Brestskaya Str., Oryol, 302028 Russia

Abramova Tatiana Nikolaevna

tel: +7 (4862) 76–38–59
<Magnitogorsk
<Ryazan

office>

Office 3, 131/1 Lenina Avenue,

Office 315, 23 Sobornaya Str., Ryazan,

Magnitogorsk, Chelyabinsk Region,

390000 Russia

445045 Russia

tel: +7 (4912) 28–97–31
<Tver

office>

7 Bobkova Str., Tver, 170023 Russia
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tel: +7 (4822) 44–31–14

tel: +7 (3519) 30–14–77
>

yugorsk branch

8A Kirova Str., Yugorsk, Tyumen Region,
Khanty-Mansi Autonomous District,
628260 Russia

<Udomlya

office>

tel: +7 (34675) 7–19–66

Office 205, Central Medical Sanitary

fax: +7 (34675) 7–62–76

Department-141, Entuziastov Str.,

Kramynin Radion Vladimirovich

Udomlya, Tver Region, 171841 Russia
tel: +7 (48255) 5–00–30
<Yaroslavl

office>

Letter “A”, premise 2, 20-go Oktyabra
Avenue, Yaroslavl, 150003 Russia
tel: +7 (4852) 25–46–46

www.sogaz.ru

office>
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ojsc “gazprommedstrakh”
representative offices
> arkhangelsk branch

<Krasnoyarsk office>

Office 2, 26 Novgorodsky Avenue,

51 Zoi Ananievoy Str., Krasny Yar village,

Arkhangelsk, 163002 Russia

Krasnoyarsk District, Astrakhan Region,

tel: +7 (8182) 27–34–06

416150 Russia

fax: +7 (8182) 27–38–56
Vikhareva Iraida Nikitichna

<Volodarsky office>
20 Sadovaya Str., Volodarsky urban village,

<Vinogradovsky office>
Office 1, 71 P. Vinogradova Str.,

Astrakhan Region, 416170 Russia
tel: +7 (85144) 9–04–74

Bereznik urban village,
Vinogradovsky district,

<Kharabali office>

Arkhangelsk Region, 164570 Russia

17 B. Khmelnitskogo Str., Kharabali,

tel: +7 (81831) 2–12–29

Astrakhan Region, 416010 Russia
tel: +7 (85148) 5–19–30

<Kotlas office>
3 Kedrova Str., Kotlas, Arkhangelsk Region,

<Znamensk office>

165300 Russia

2 Mira Str., Znamensk, Astrakhan Region,

tel: +7 (8183) 72–71–02

416540 Russia
tel: +7 (85110) 2–47–07

> astrakhan branch
59A Sverdlova Str., Astrakhan,

<Kamyzyak office>

414057 Russia

67, M. Gorkogo Str., Kamyzyak,

tel: +7 (8512) 63–35–09
fax: +7 (8512) 63–35–10

Astrakhan Region, 416300 Russia
tel: +7 (85145) 9–28–29

Maksimova Tatiana Nikolaevna
> blagoveshchensk branch

<Liman office>

27, 50 Let Oktyabra Str., Blagoveshchensk,

51 Lenina Str., Liman industrial village,

Amur Region, 675000 Russia

Astrakhan Region, 416410 Russia
tel: +7 (85147) 2–13–26

www.sogaz.ru
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Artemiev Igor Igorevich
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> beloyarsky branch

<Kirov office>

Office 23, 21 3rd Micro-district, Beloyarsky,

106A Kirova Str., Volgograd, 400059 Russia

Tyumen Region, Khanty-Mansi

tel: +7 (8442) 31–63–31

Autonomous District, 628161 Russia
tel: +7 (34670) 2–21–84; 4–14–17

<Kamyshin office>

fax: +7 (34670) 2–21–78

23 Titova Str., Kamyshin,

Vasiliev Evgeny Mikhailovich

Volgograd Region, 403879 Russia
tel: +7 (8442) 59–62–00

<Berezovo office>
29 Sobyanina Str., Berezovo urban village,

> yekaterinburg branch

Berezovo District, Tyumen Region,

35 Rozy Luksemburg Str., Yekaterinburg,

Khanty-Mansi Autonomous District,

620075 Russia

626140 Russia
tel: +7 (34674) 2–11–71

tel: +7 (343) 379–27–28
fax: +7 (343) 379–20–30
Zavarzina Larisa Pavlovna

<Oktyabrskoye office>
Office 2, 11A Bichineva Str., Oktyabrskoye

<Chelyabinsk directorate>

urban village, Oktyabrsky District,

P.O. Box 727, office 16, 1/24 Sverdlova Str.,

Tyumen Region, Khanty-Mansi

Snezhinsk, Chelyabinsk Region,

Autonomous District, 628100 Russia

456770 Russia

tel: +7 (34678) 2–15–15

tel: +7 (35146) 3–42–22

> bryansk branch

<Ozyorsk office>

67 Sovetskaya Str., Bryansk, 241050 Russia

Office 303, 22 Semyonova Str., Ozersk,

tel: +7 (4832) 74–29–45
fax: +7 (4832) 74–37–40

Chelyabinsk Region, 456790 Russia
tel: +7 (35140) 7–47–81

Petrov Yury Yurievich

<Novouralsk office>
<Dyadkovo office>

53 Lenina Str., Novouralsk,

218, Lenina Str., Dyadkovo,

Sverdlovsk Region, 624130 Russia

Bryansk Region, 242630 Russia
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tel: +7 (34370) 9–02–53

tel: +7 (48323) 33–39–67
> ivanovo branch

<Komarichi office>

5 Naberezhnaya Str., Ivanovo, 153012 Russia

63 Osipenko Str., Komarichi village,

tel: +7 (4932) 37–59–67

Bryansk Region, 242400 Russia

fax: +7 (4932) 35–58–97
Kuritsyn Aleksandr Dmitrievich

> volgograd branch
Office 1013, Kanunnikova Str., Volgograd,

<Office in Kineshma>

400001 Russia

24/25 Gorkogo Str., Kineshma, Ivanovo

tel: +7 (8442) 94–63–25
fax: +7 (8442) 94–63–12

Region, 155800 Russia
tel: +7 (49331) 5–53–02

Serdechny Vadim Anatolievich
> irkutsk branch

<Volzhsky office>

www.sogaz.ru

41 Sverdlova Str., Irkutsk, 664000 Russia

Office 305, 46 Lenina Str., Volzhsky,

tel: +7 (3952) 28–80–43

Volgograd Region, 404130 Russia

fax: +7 (3952) 28–80–32

tel: +7 (8443) 31–63–31

Tarbeeva Marina Viktorovna
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<Angarsk office>

> kaliningrad branch

9 Oktyabrskaya Str., Angarsk,

40 Moskovsky Avenue, Kalinigrad,

Irkutsk Region, 665806 Russia

236006 Russia
tel: +7 (4012) 70–27–33

<Bodaybo office>

fax: +7 (4012) 70–27–34

38, 30 Let Pobedy Str., Bodaybo,

Starikova Larisa Vasilievna

Irkutsk Region, 666910 Russia
tel: +7 (39567) 2–02–60

> krasnodar branch
Office 601, 114 Starokubanskaya Str.,

<Nizhneilimskoe office>

Krasnodar, 350058 Russia

8 Yangelya Str., Zheleznogorsk-Ilimsky,

tel: +7 (8612) 55–33–00

Irkutsk Region, 665653 Russia

fax: +7 (8612) 28–70–75

tel: +7 (39566) 3–13–14

Nikitina Antonina Mikhailovna

<Ust-Kut office>

> makhachkala branch

41 Kirova Str., Ust-Kut, Irkutsk Region,

24 Ermoshkina Str., Makhachkala,

666793 Russia

Republic of Dagestan, 367012 Russia

tel: +7 (39565) 5–20–25

tel: +7 (8722) 62–92–30
fax: +7 (8722) 62–92–30

> yoshkar-ola branch

Guseynova Patimat Nasrutdinovna

41 Panfilova Str., Yoshkar-Ola,
Republic of Mari El, 424003 Russia

> murmansk branch

tel: +7 (8362) 72–64–28

5 Pushkinskaya Str., Murmansk,

fax: +7 (8362) 41–64–00

183038 Russia

Shapovalov Valery Ivanovich

tel: +7 (8152) 45–86–77
fax: +7 (8152) 45–73–76

<Zvenigovo Office>

Shagalova Larisa Nikolaevna

25 Rostovshchikova Str., Zvenigovo,
Republic of Mari El, 425060 Russia
tel: +7 (83645)7–12–89

<Кola office>
18 Mironova Str., Kola, Murmansk Region,
184360 Russia

<Volzhsk office>

tel: +7 (8152) 2–36–03

29A Sovetskaya Str., Volzhsk,
Republic of Mari El, 425000 Russia
tel: +7 (83631) 6–20–42

<Pechengsky office>
9 Bredova Str., Nikel urban village,
Pechengsky District, Murmansk Region,

> kazan branch
2V Spartakovskaya Str., Kazan,

184420 Russia
tel: +7 (81554) 2–19–84

Republic of Tatarstan, 420107 Russia
tel: +7 (8432) 91–75–94

> nadym branch

fax: +7 (8432) 91–75–95

8 Zvereva Str., Nadym, Tyumen Region,

Sitdikov Shamil Abdulovich

Yamal-Nenets Autonomous District,
629730 Russia
tel: +7 (34995) 3–23–90
fax: +7 (34995) 6–88–85
Syundyukova Alfia Khikmatovna

www.sogaz.ru
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> nizhnevartovsk branch

<Voskresenskoye office>

3 Chapaeva Str., Nizhnevartovsk,

131A Lenina Str., Voskresenskoye industrial

Tyumen Region, Khanty-Mansi

village, Nizhny Novgorod Region,

Autonomous District, 628600 Russia

606730 Russia

tel: +7 (3466) 44–11–73

tel: +7 (83163) 2–17–49

fax: +7 (3466) 41–11– 73
Lazarev Eduard Leonidovich

<Gagino office>
14 Gagino village, Nizhny Novgorod

> nizhny novgorod branch
8 Slavyanskaya Str., Nizhny Novgorod,

Region, 607870 Russia
tel: +7 (83195) 2–19–06

603000 Russia
tel: +7 (831) 439–71–97

<Gorodets office>

fax: +7 (831) 433–12–32

36 Proletarskaya Square, Gorodets,

Krasikov Sergey Anatolievich

Nizhny Novgorod Region, 606502 Russia
tel: +7 (83161) 9–28–64

<Bolshoe Boldino office>
2 Vostochnaya Str., B. Boldino village,

<Dzerzhinsk office>

Nizhny Novgorod Region, 607850 Russia

62 Lenina Avenue, Dzerzhinsk, Nizhny

tel: +7 (83138) 2–27–48

Novgorod Region, 606010 Russia
tel: +7 (83193) 3–85–25

<Bogorodsk office>
224 Lenina Str., Bogorodsk,

<Zarechnoe office>

Nizhny Novgorod Region, 607600 Russia

18 Berezovskaya Str., Nizhny Novgorod,

tel: +7 (83170) 2–12–12

603079 Russia
tel: +7 (8312) 70–96–44

<Buturlino office>
154 Lenina Str., Buturlino urban village,

<Kovernino office>

Buturlinsky District,

4, K. Marksa Str., Kovernino industrial

Nizhny Novgorod Region, 607440 Russia

village, Nizhny Novgorod Region,

tel: +7 (83172) 5–29–78

606570 Russia
tel: +7 (83161) 2–21–31
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<Vad office>
41, 1-go Maya Str., Vad village,

<Krasnye Baki office>

Nizhny Novgorod Region, 606380 Russia

1 Proletarskaya Str., Krasnye Baki urban

tel: +7 (83141) 4–23–66

village, Nizhny Novgorod Region,
606710 Russia

<Varnavino office>

tel: +7 (83156) 2–26–91

3 Sovetskaya Str., Varnavino urban village,
Varnavinsky District,

<Krasnooktyabrskoe office>

Nizhny Novgorod Region, 606760 Russia

29 Kooperativnaya Str., Urazovka village,

tel: +7 (83158) 2–15–34

Krasnooktyabrsky District,
Nizhny Novgorod Region, 607530 Russia
tel: +7 (83194) 2–19–83

www.sogaz.ru
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<Lukoyanov office>

<Sergach office>

44 Kommunisticheskaya Str., Lukoyanov,

6A Yubileiny Avenue, Sergach,

Nizhny Novgorod Region, 607800 Russia

Nizhny Novgorod Region, 607511 Russia

tel: +7 (83196) 4–15–39

tel: +7 (83191) 2–13–14

<Nagornoe office>

<Sechenovo office>

6/1 M. Pokrovskaya Str.,

3 Kooperativnaya Str., Sechenovo village,

Nizhny Novgorod, 603000 Russia

Sechenovsky District,

tel: +7 (8245) 7–33–90

Nizhny Novgorod Region, 607580 Russia
tel: +7 (83193) 2–12–11

<Pavlovo office>
53 Kirova Str., Pavlovo,

<Sokolskoye office>

Nizhny Novgorod Region, 606100 Russia

13 Kirova Str., Sokolskoye village,

tel: +7 (83171) 2–30–23

Nizhny Novgorod Region, 606670 Russia
tel: +7 (83137) 2–18–70

<Perevoz office>
20 Tsentralnaya Str., Perevoz,

<Sosnovskoye office>

Nizhny Novgorod Region, 607400 Russia

21, 1-go Maya Str., Sosnovskoye urban

tel: +7 (83148) 5–36–91

village, Nizhny Novgorod Region,
606170 Russia

<Pilna office>

tel: +7 (83174) 2–53–87

42 Kalinina Str., Pilna urban village,
Nizhny Novgorod Region, 607490 Russia
tel: +7 (83192) 5–11–06

<Chkalovsk office>
61A Pushkina Str., Chkalovsk,
Nizhny Novgorod Region, 606540 Russia

<Pochinki office>

tel: +7 (83160) 4–42–21

65 Lenina Str., Pochinki village, Nizhny
Novgorod Region, 607910 Russia
tel: +7 (83197) 2–20–51

<Shatki office>
4 Zarechnaya Str., Shatki industrial village,
Nizhny Novgorod Region, 607700 Russia

<Sarov office>

tel: +7 (83142) 2–13–75

Office 544, 2 Semashko Str., Sarov, Nizhny
Novgorod Region, 607188 Russia
tel: +7 (83130) 5–85–88

> novy urengoy branch
14 Magistralnaya Str., Novy Urengoy,
Tyumen Region, Yamal-Nenets

<Semyonov office>

Autonomous District, 629300 Russia

5 Krayushkina Str., Semyonov,

tel: +7 (34949) 2–51–75

Nizhny Novgorod Region, 606650 Russia

fax: +7 (34949) 2–51–74

tel: +7 (83162) 5–17–01

Zhidkov Spartak Evgenievich
> noyabrsk branch
6, 8-go Marta Str., Noyabrsk,
Tyumen Region, Yamal-Nenets
Autonomous District, 629805 Russia
tel: +7 (34963) 6–94–98
fax: +7 (34963) 6–86–80
Maslova Natalia Aleksandrovna

www.sogaz.ru
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<Gubkinsky office>

<Mednogorsk office>

Office 1, building of oil and gas producing

10 Kirova Str., Mednogorsk, Orenburg

enterprise “Barsukovneft”,

Region, 462270 Russia

2nd Micro-district, Gubkinsky,
Tyumen Region, Yamal-Nenets

> petropavlovsk-kamchatsky branch

Autonomous District, 628830 Russia

Office 1, 9/4, 50 Let Oktyabrya Avenue,

tel: +7 (34936) 5–18–50

Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky, 683031 Russia
tel: +7 (4152) 23–60–94

<Muravlenko office>

fax: +7 (4152) 26–02–92

9 Gubkina Str., Muravlenko,

Buryonko-Kopytko Vera Borisovna

Tyumen Region, Yamal-Nenets
Autonomous District, 629600 Russia
tel: +7 (34938) 6–31–30

> purovsky branch
Office 10, 7A Pervaya Rechka Str.,
Purovsky District, Tarko-Sale village,

> oryol branch

Tyumen Region, Yamal-Nenets

4 Gagarina Str., Oryol, 302001 Russia

Autonomous District, 629850 Russia

tel: +7 (4862) 54–24–66

tel: +7 (34997) 2–44–40

fax: +7 (4862) 71–35–87

fax: +7 (34997) 2–40–04

Tereshchenko Nikolay Andreevich

Demchenko Irina Ivanovna

<Livny office>

> rostov branch

2, M. Gorkogo Str., Livny, Oryol Region,

61 Suvorova Str., Rostov-na-Donu,

303800 Russia

344006 Russia

tel: +7 (48677) 7–48–15

tel: +7 (863) 227–76–74
fax: +7 (863) 250–13–34

<Mtsensk office>

Altukhov Valery Anatolievich

81 Gagarina Str., Mtsensk, Oryol Region,
303030 Russia
tel: +7 (48646) 2–65–48

<Gukovo office>
4A Kooperativnaya Str., Gukovo, Rostov
Region, 347880 Russia

> orenburg branch
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tel: +7 (86361) 32–6–89

17 Turkestanskaya Str., Orenburg,
460024 Russia

<Donetsk office>

tel: +7 (3532) 33–00–30

67 Mira Avenue, Donetsk, Rostov Region,

fax: +7 (3532) 73–13–22

346330 Russia

Alekseev Aleksey Alekseevich

tel: +7 (86368) 21–9–87

<Buguruslan office>

<Dubovskoye office>

55 Belinskogo Str., Buguruslan,

88 Pervomaiskaya Str., Dubovskoye village,

Buguruslansky District, Orenburg Region,

Dubovsky District, Rostov Region,

461634 Russia

347410 Russia
tel: +7 (86377) 57–5–74

<Buzuluk office>
10 Gaya Str., Buzuluk, Buzuluksky District,

<Yegorlyksky office>

Orenburg Region, 461040 Russia

32 Stepnoy Per., Yegorlykskaya stanitsa,
Yegorlyksky District, Rostov Region,

<Orsk office>
www.sogaz.ru

17 Krupskoy Str., Orsk, Orenburg Region,
462431 Russia

347660 Russia
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<Zimovniki office>

<Central office>

13A Lenina Str., Zimovniki village,

110A, 50 Let Oktyabrya Avenue, Saratov,

Zimovnikovsky District, Rostov Region,

410052 Russia

347460 Russia

tel: +7 (8452) 67–05–49

tel: +7 (86376) 40–1–16

<Engels office>
<Novoshakhtinsk office>

5, block 8, Engels-19, Saratov Region,

48 Zorge Str., Novoshakhtinsk,

413119 Russia

Rostov Region, 346914 Russia

tel: +7 (8453) 75–50–53

tel: +7 (86369) 84–8–12
> saint petersburg branch

<Orlovsky office>

Office 300, 6/2 Griboedova Canal Emb.,

8 Transportnaya Str., Orlovsky village,

Saint Petersburg, 191186 Russia

Orlovsky District, Rostov Region,

tel: +7 (812) 438–14–01

347512 Russia

fax: +7 (812) 438–14–39

tel: +7 (86375) 3–24–00

Akulin Igor Mikhailovich

<Chertkovo office>

<Karelia directorate>

94 Pionersky Per., Chertkovo village,

Office 1, 6 Shotmana Str., Petrozavodsk,

Chertkovsky District, Rostov Region,

Republic of Karelia, 185035 Russia

346000 Russia

tel: +7 (8412) 78–31–73

> ryazan branch

> surgut branch

53 Seminarskaya Str., Ryazan,

16 Ostrovskogo Str., Surgut,

390000 Russia

Tyumen Region, Khanty-Mansi

tel: +7 (4912) 25–43–44

Autonomous District, 628400 Russia

fax: +7 (4912) 25–49–58

tel: +7 (3462) 31–98–25

Yudin-Besedin Viktor Nikolaevich

fax: +7 (3462) 22–09–09
Mikhailov German Vladimirovich

> samara branch
Office 45, 201 Chapaevskaya Str., Samara,

> syktyvkar branch

443010 Russia

Office 6, 92 Pervomaiskaya Str., Syktyvkar,

tel: +7 (846) 270–88–05

Republic of Komi, 167000 Rissia

fax: +7 (846) 310–88–06

tel: +7 (8212) 44–57–32

Mamykina Yuliya Pavlovna

fax: +7 (8212) 44–57–45
Tarbeev Aleksey Nikolaevich

> saratov branch
8 Kirova Str., Saratov, 410006 Russia

<Vorkuta office>

tel: +7 (8452) 79–16–17

6B Mira Str., Vorkuta, Republic of Komi,

fax: +7 (8452) 79–16–15

169900 Russia

Burdanova Nadezhda Fedorovna

tel: +7 (82151) 6–07–79

<Petrovsk office>

<Vuktyl office>

10 Moskovskaya Str., Petrovsk,

Office 2, 5 Komsomolskaya Str., Vuktyl,

Saratov Region, 412540 Russia

Republic of Komi, 169570 Russia

tel: +7 (84155) 2–89–95
www.sogaz.ru

tel: +7 (82146) 2–33–26
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<Izhma office>

<Molchanovsko-Krivosheinskoye office>

66/5 Khatanzeiskogo Str., Izhma village,

Office 1, 7 Neftyannikov Lane, Molchanovo

Republic of Komi, 169460 Russia

village, Tomsk Region, 636330 Russia

tel: +7 (82140) 9–80–24

tel: +7 (38256) 21–6–69

<Inta office>

<Parabelsko-Kargasokskoye office>

24A Mira Str., Inta, Republic of Komi,

26 Komsomolskaya Str., Parabel village,

169840 Russia

Tomsk Region, 636600 Russia

tel: +7 (82145) 6–00–56

tel: +7 (38252) 21–7–86

<Troitsko-Pechorsk office>

> tyumen branch

11, block “Yuzhny”, Troitsko-Pechorsk

Bld. 1, 18 Lunacharskogo Str., Tyumen,

urban village, Republic of Komi,

625001 Russia

169420 Russia
tel: +7 (82138) 9–21–10

tel: +7 (3452) 42–78–57
fax: +7 (3452) 62–76–00
Davydova Bella Yakovlevna

<Ust-Tsilma office>
36 Sovetskaya Str., Ust-Tsilma village,

<Ishim office>

Republic of Komi, 169480 Russia

19 Sovetskaya Str., Ishim, Tyumen Region,

tel: +7 (82141) 9–14–77

627750 Russia
tel: +7 (34551) 2–35–56

<Ukhta office>
1A Kosmonavtov Str., Ukhta,

<Tobolsk office>

Republic of Komi, 169300 Russia

Office 416, 85 4th Micro-district, Tobolsk,

tel: +7 (82147) 2–29–42

Tyumen Region, 626150 Russia
tel: +7 (34511) 2–35–56

> tomsk branch
13A Shishkova Str., Tomsk, 634050 Russia
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> ulan-ude branch

tel: +7 (3822) 51–17–57

24, 50 Let Oktyabrya, Zheleznodorozhny

fax: +7 (3822) 51–33–33

District, Ulan-Ude, Republic of Buryatia,

Kektyshev Philipp Anatolievich

670034 Russia
tel: +7 (3012) 46–65–20

<Aleksandrovsko-Strizhevskoye office>

fax: +7 (3012) 46–65–14

Office 2, 32 Orudzheva Str.,

Gavrilov Yury Anatolievich

Aleksandrovskoye village, Tomsk Region,
636760 Russia
tel: +7 (38255) 24–2–58

<Bichura office>
43 Sovetskaya Str., Bichura village,
Bichursky District, Republic of Buryatia,

<Kolpashevskoye office>
Office 9, 31 Sovetskaya Str., Togur village,

671360 Russia
tel: +7 (30133) 12–02

Kolpashevsky District, Tomsk Region,
636420 Russia
tel: +7 (38255) 24–2–58

<Dzhidinsky office>
6 Kirova Str., Petropavlovka village,
Dzhidinsky District, Republic of Buryatia,
671920 Russia
tel: +7 (30134) 9–10–94

www.sogaz.ru
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<Zaigrayevo office>

<Salavat office>

2 Kommunisticheskaya Str., Zaigrayevo

22 Kolkhoznaya Str., Salavat,

village, Zaigrayevsky District,

Republic of Bashkortostan, 453250 Russia

Republic of Buryatia, 671210 Russia

tel: +7 (3463) 9–58–34

tel: +7 (30136) 18–30

<Sterlibashevo office>
<Kabansk office>

6 Tukaeva Str., Sterlibashevo village,

14 Oktyabrskaya Str., Kabansk village,

Republic of Bashkortostan, 453180 Russia

Kabansky District, Republic of Buryatia,
671200 Russia
tel: +7 (30138) 4–04–20

<Fyodorovka office>
46 Lenina Str., Fyodorovka village,
Republic of Bashkortostan, 453280 Russia

<Kyakhta office>
33 Lenina Str., Kyakhta,

> khabarovsk branch

Republic of Buryatia, 671840 Russia

44 Muravyova-Amurskogo Str.,

tel: +7 (30142) 9–19–30

Khabarovsk, 680000 Russia
tel: +7 (4212) 78–34–41

<Mukhorshibir office>

fax: +7 (4212) 78–34–42

43 Dorzhieva Str., Mukhorshibir village,

Bakulin Mikhail Aleksandrovich

Mukhorshibirsky District,
Republic of Buryatia, 671340 Russia
tel: +7 (30143) 29–44

<Office in Komsomosk-na-Amure>
33 Oktyabrsky Avenue,
Komsomolsk-na-Amure,

<Selenginsk office>
7A Lenina Str., Gusinoozyorsk,

Khabarovsk Territory, 681021 Russia
tel: +7 (4217) 54–12–10

Republic of Buryatia, 671160 Russia
tel: +7 (30140) 13–67

<Office in Nikolayevsk-na-Amure>
Office 10, 100 Sovetskaya Str.,

<Chita directorate>

Nikolayevsk-na-Amure,

36 Bogomyakova Str., Chita, Chita Region,

Khabarovsk Territory, 682460 Russia

672000 Russia

tel: +7 (8235) 2–31–58

tel: +7 (3022) 35–40–03

<Office in Sovetskaya Gavan>
> ufa branch

7 Pobedy Square, Sovetskaya Gavan,

97 Cheryshevskogo Str., Ufa,

Khabarovsk Territory, 682880 Russia

Republic of Bashkortostan, 450000 Russia

tel: +7 (42138) 4–01–02

tel: +7 (3472) 29–90–05
fax: +7 (3472) 29–90–12

<Chegdomyn office>

Magdanov Ildar Ziganurovich

10 Blyukhera Str.,
Verkhnebureinsky District,

<Ishimbay office>
34A Proletarskaya Str., Ishimbay,
Republic of Bashkortostan, 453210 Russia
tel: +7 (3494) 2–27–85

www.sogaz.ru

Khabarovsk Territory, 682030 Russia
tel: +7 (41149) 5–29–06
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> central branch

> chaykovsky branch

Business-Center, Gazoprovod village,

Office 2, 29 Vokzalnaya Str., Chaykovsky,

Leninsky District, Moscow Region,

Perm Region, 617760 Russia

142770 Russia

tel: +7 (34241) 3–55–77

tel: +7 (495) 234–44–63

fax: +7 (34241) 6–76–55

fax: +7 (495) 234–44 –63

Kozmin Fyodor Gennadievich

Ivanov Oleg Petrovich

<Izhevsk office>
<Vladimir directorate>

1A Azina Str., Izhevsk,

63-II, B. Nizhegorodskaya Str., Vladimir,

Republic of Udmurtia, 426011 Russia

600020 Russia
tel: +7 (4922) 23–43–73

<Sarapul office>
5 Lenina Str., Sarapul,

<Voronezh directorate>

Republic of Udmurtia, 427960 Russia

Offices 33-23-34, 103
20-letiya Oktyabrya Str., Voronezh,

> yuzhno-sakhalinsk branch

394006 Russia

135 Dzerzhinskogo Str.,

tel: +7 (4732) 20–46–70

Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk, 693001 Russia
tel: +7 (4242) 42–26–84

<Voskresensk office>

fax: +7 (4242) 42–26–84

28 Zheleznodorozhnaya, Voskresensk,

Baranovsky Valery Genrikhovich

Moscow Region, 140200 Russia
tel: +7 (8244) 2–20–73

<Kholmsk office>
Office 2, 2A Kapitanskaya Str., Kholmsk,

<Mordovia directorate>
52 Kommunisticheskaya, Saransk,

Sakhalin Region, 694620 Russia
tel: +7 (42433) 5–29–80

Republic of Mordovia, 430000 Russia

80

tel: +7 (8342) 47–37–40

> yyugorsk branch
9A, 40 Let Pobedy Str., Yugorsk,

<Smolensk directorate>

Tyumen Region, Khanty-Mansi

22 Tenishevoy Str., Smolensk,

Autonomous District, 628260 Russia

214018 Russia
tel: +7 (4812) 35–80–10

tel: +7 (34675) 2–22–67
fax: +7 (34675) 719–66

<Tver directorate>
5 Yerofeeva Str., Tver, 170034 Russia

<Yaroslavl directorate>
10 Oktyabrya Avenue, Yaroslavl,
150003 Russia
tel: +7 (4852) 25–46–46

www.sogaz.ru
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